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Abstract 

Academic aesthetics is guided by the visual and notions of distance. In 
this article I want to study how an aesthetics of work, of process and pro-
ximity, could function. I am asking why the peasant population has al-
ways been supposed not to have an aesthetic appreciation of their land. I 
contend that they had some kind of appreciation, but that this was concei-
ved and expressed in terms fundamentally different from the academic 
and pictorial landscape aesthetics. With the term 'professional' sensitivity 
and examples from the Swiss Alps and Southern France, I discuss the 
question of how an archaeology of an autochthonous aesthetics can be 
done. 
 
Key Words  

aesthetics of work, panoramatic aesthetics, bourgeois aesthetics, rural 
people, aesthetics of environment, professional sensitivity, aesthetics of 
agricultural work 
 

1. Introduction 

 
«The only obstacle was the nature of the place. We came across an elderly shepherd 
on a slope of the mountain who made every effort with many words to keep us from 
continuing our climb, saying that fifty years earlier, driven by a like youthful motiva-
tion, he had climbed to the very top and had brought back from there nothing but re-
pentance, weariness, and his body and clothing torn by stones and bushes, and that 
no one had been known before or since to dare undertake a similar climb. As he shou-
ted all these things, we, like all young people who refuse to heed warnings, felt our 
desire increase as a result of the prohibition. When the old man observed that he was 
arguing in vain, he accompanied us a short way among the cliffs and pointed out the 
steep path, giving and repeating many warnings as we turned our backs to him. 

                                                 

1. I thank the organisers of the 2003 international conference,  «Pellon estetiikka,» in particular 
Yriö Sepänmaa, for having set in motion my reflection on the topic of an aesthetic of work 
by inviting me for a talk in Lepaa.  
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Leaving behind with him our extra garments and whatever else might have been a 
hindrance, we made ready to start the climb alone [...] .»2 

The quotation from Francesco Petrarch's report of the ascent of Mont Ventoux in 
Southern France introduces the central topic of this article. In a letter dated April 26, 
1336, he reports on the expedition to this mountain, whose peak reaches 1912 mNN. 
The fact that this narrative has the form of a letter is not irrelevant. Despite his affir-
mation of its documentary, nonfictional character, it nevertheless exhibits a number of 
features that point to an artful composition. For theological reasons, the protagonist 
fails to appreciate the overwhelming panoramatic view from the summit. Petrarch 
might well have reached the Ventoux summit, as people before him had certainly do-
ne, but the oscillation in the text between description and reflection tells of other con-
cerns. Groh & Groh analyze this Familiari letter with hermeneutic precision as a 
struggle between the metaphorical and the realistic, the spiritual and the worldly. Ac-
cording to them, this mountain as a whole becomes a metaphor for the transition to a 
new era, not realised by Petrarch but, as it were, prefigured in his writing.3 Taken 
from the evidence of the letter, the poet himself failed to separate the metaphysical 
and the aesthetic experience. 

The shepherd is of interest here because in the reaction to the Ventoux letter he did 
not play a role. Wózniakowski remarks that the mention of the shepherd is probably 
poetic licence, since the Ventoux adventure is continuously situated between meta-
phor and reality.4 So his function would be to act as an angel, so to speak, warning the 
bold young people, Francesco and his brother, not to commit the sin of gaining fur-
ther height. Also Petrarch, by fictionally addressing in this letter a theologian of high 
reputation, has certainly played on the connotation of the shepherd in the Bible.5 For 
us, the shepherd is the sign and representative of a population that lived in the moun-
tains explored by an emerging sensitivity for the outer world that was to become the 
landscape. 

When we leave the historical facts aside for a moment and turn to the phenome-
nological core of the text, we notice the following: the shepherd described is an old 
man who, in his own youth, tried to do the same as the two climbers. Here the report 
has a hinge where the present swings between past and future. Later, at the top of the 
mountain and triggered by a quote from Augustine, it swings from the outlook to an 
inward look. Thus the shepherd appears as a medium of ancient local knowledge 
about this uninhabited place at the edge of the oikumene. The two finally turn their 
backs on him, neither respecting the possibility that his experience of the place, which 
they are presently attacking, may be of relevance for them, nor considering the people 
of the land for which he stands, in contrast to their own upper class upbringing. They 
leave him behind together with their «reasonable» equipment and rush on. 

                                                 

2 Petrarca 1361 (1975), 173f. The translation by Paul Halsall which can be found in: Medieval 
Sourcebook. Petrarch: The Ascent of Mount Ventoux (1998) (halsall@ murray.fordham.edu), 
310f, is smoother but also less suitable for hermeneutical work. 

3. Groh & Groh 1996, 17-82.  
4. Wózniakowski 1987, 76f.  
5. Rather than the image of the good shepherd the warning in Mark 14.27 and correspondingly 

in Matthew 16.31.  
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2. Panoramatic Aesthetics 

 
In Petrarch's report of the Ventoux tour, artfully composed as the drama of a cathartic 
ascent, the shepherd's role is of a warning voice.6 But his speech can also be under-
stood as the faint voice of a dumb peasant population that for centuries had already 
climbed Mont Ventoux without gaining the lasting prestige of Petrarch. I think that 
the general absence of the rural population on the canvas of the history of academic 
landscape aesthetics is prefigured in this anecdote. The Ventoux letter reports a fail-
ure: Although the summit was reached, the eye was not prepared to appreciate the 
panorama. Nevertheless, it exhibits in nuce what was later to become the dominant at-
titude: the panoramatic, distanced and disinterested view of the landscape. The latter 
attributes suggest that, for a concept of an aesthetics of the hand, it is important to i-
dentify Petrarch's aisthesis of the world not only as one of the eye but of overview, of 
watching from above. 

We become aware of the overview paradigm in landscape aesthetics when we find 
ourselves in wide open land. This does not respond to notions of landscape derived 
from panoramic views, since panoramas aim at overlooking and controlling the land. I 
remember vividly how in Finland I felt immersed in the landscape. If on the ground 
or on the top of Aulanko tower in Hämeenlinna, one is always close and immersed. It 
is a similar experience in the high plains of Southern Europe, the causses of France, 
where one is swallowed by the undulating land and only the sky is left as counter-
point to the soil. 

In this early document of a mountain tour, the paradigm of vision and scenery has 
a first, flash-like appearance. It took over 500 years to lead to a tangible occidental 
landscape aesthetics in which the discovery, or «invention,» of the mountains contin-
ued to play a key role.7[6] The Familiari letter had an important echo in the discussion 
of landscape aesthetics from the mid-19th century on, from Jacob Burckhardt to Jo-
achim Ritter. The latter took up Petrarch's testimony and identified in it the paradigm 
of distanced and disinterested aesthetic theoria, the contemplation of the space of the 
land, and the emergence of a notion of landscape. According to him, all this became 
possible thanks only to man's liberation from the constraints and dangers of nature by 
the process of civilisation and at the price of estrangement from nature.8 
 
3. An Aesthetics of Proximity? 

 
Since detachment and a non-utilitarian attitude towards landscape form the basis of 
philosophical and arts aesthetics, the people on the land necessarily had the role of 
the counterpoint. They were thought of as being utilitarian, either scared by nature or 
enduring and stubborn in their struggle to gain a living from the fields; in brief, con-
sidered to be blind to beauty. I am doubtful of this, but well aware that the contention 
of an aesthetics of the hand and work needs not so much positive facts as a proper 

                                                 

6. Groh & Groh 1996. 
7. Scholarly presentated by Wózniakowski 1987. Also Joutard 1986. 
8. Ritter 1962. pp. 23-41.) 
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methodological argument. What the non-peasant world conceives as beauty is perhaps 
an issue of good life sought for by the peasants as the achievement of their unending 
toil. The bourgeois aesthetics of the rural landscape, being the result of sight-seeing, 
short stays, and purchasing power, creates a quite different kind of space from year-
round farming practices and activities: stepping, touching, digging, hitting, carrying, 
swinging, tearing, pulling, pushing, toeing, breaking, killing, slaughtering. 

Petrarch's Ventoux summit view experience is panoramatic, a scaringly «unre-
stricted spectacle,» and alludes to a model from antique military history.9 The pano-
rama as an artistic genre was created later at the intersection of mapping the land as 
an object and painting the landscape in its physiognomy.10 This exhibits an objectivat-
ing visual notion of the environment, skillfully creating a distance from the land by us-
ing both precise measurement and pictorial rules. It is contrary to the hand, which 
necessarily has to be close to the cultivated field. The hand does not overlook, whatso-
ever: it makes an essential difference if your workbench extends only into the imme-
diate surroundings and is scattered between curtains of forest, or if you can appreci-
ate it from a great distance, like in the Alps. With this elementary attitude towards 
space in mind, we will have to talk in very specific and differentiated ways of agricul-
tural aesthetics, depending on whether we talk about Finnish, English, or Swiss agri-
cultural landscapes, with respect to their physical and cultural bases. 

What or who, then, is this «hand,» which is as much metaphorical as concrete? The 
working hand is the most unnoticed and unaccepted element in all environmental 
concerns. For the aristocracy and bourgeois learned people, the aesthetics of envi-
ronment has always been a matter of delight due to techniques and rituals of taking a 
distance from the dirty soil of the land and transforming it into a clean pictorial land-
scape or a positive balance of accounts. Not even the most pronounced esteem for the 
people of the land, like in Albrecht von Haller's «Alpen» poem from the first half of 
the 18th century, gave them a place in the making of the early mountain landscape 
aesthetics from which stems today's appreciation.11 Local people were part of the aes-
thetic tidiness of the finished landscape, and thus nothing but a phantasm. Even for 
Haller and his followers, they remained the stubborn and utilitarian people, the dirty 
workers of the soil which they have always been considered to be. 

When I stress the fundamental phenomenological character of distance and prox-
imity, or the historical conditions of elite and peasant class, I make a contention. The 
real problem is one rather ethnographic in character: How can we deal at all with the 
differences in the notions of aesthetics between unbridgeable lifeworlds, each with its 
own perceptions and values? If the learned world expresses itself by writing and 
painting and earns the codes «eye» and «distance,» what is the expression of the illit-
erate rural world? Should we give him the codes «hand» and «proximity»? Is this 
communicated to us by the product of his work, the field or the landscape? Our trou-
ble is that we have to talk about rural people's conjectured aesthetics in narratives and 
stereotypes from the world of scholars. 

                                                 

9.   Petrarca, Familiari IV.1, p. 176  
10. Solar 1979 
11. Haller 1729. See the excellent commentary on Haller's ideological background by Wóznia-

kowski 1987, 243ff. 
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4. Professional Sensitivity 

 
Can professional sensitivity be a useful term and notion for approaching an aesthetics of 
proximity and of work? Is it able to open an interstice that allows us to imagine and 
conceptualize a mute aesthetics of rural people? The essential feature of professional 
sensitivity is the highly selective perception of the least differences. It creates a high 
level of sensuous discrimination, containing the instantaneous identification and the 
symbolic representation either in practice or in words.12 Moreover, it aims at an em-
bodied, incarnated performance of the senses. This is against the idea of separate 
channels of sensation already dismissed by J. J. Gibson as a concept implying passive 
sensing in favor of an active search for sensations and constants in changing situa-
tions.13 The existence and work of search and discrimination would account for the 
label «aesthetic.» 

Painters throughout the age of the making of the picturesque landscape have 
known this type of differences with respect to light, color, and the techniques associ-
ated with rendering them. What was instrumental to artists for creating an atmos-
phere was and is essential to any farmer. As a matter of fact, the farmer's workbench 
is a living and changing one. The least change is the object of an appreciation, fleeting 
or reflected, a positioning in terms of memory and an investment in skills. 

However, a term like professional sensitivity is about a capacity of sensory experi-
ence that is present in everyday perception, as well as in professional contexts of per-
formance. This is especially true in the rural context where lived space and worked 
space are highly congruent, and technical skills and sensitivity amalgamate. Skill is 
the capacity to repeat a specialised practice on the basis of past experience, diagnosis 
of a development, and anticipation of a desired effect. Underlying such skills is my 
assumption that aesthetic appreciation is borne from a search that is an expression of 
experience, discrimination,and practice. 

I found the term professionalized sensitivity while doing research on non-visual per-
ception and culture. The farmers of a pre-alpine village in Eastern Switzerland tradi-
tionally had a high aural sensitivity for the weather, an ability which was probably 
widespread and still is in large parts of the world. I would call it «aural meteorology,» 
the individual anticipation of weather by listening. It precedes today's collective vis-
ual forecast where distance takes the form of satellite images. The farmers of Gonten 
had an aural orientation in the direction and intensity of the wind that was rooted in 
their experience of the weather changes relevant to their work.14 When the sound of 
certain distant church bells or cow bells could be heard ringing «as if closer,» an im-
mediate conclusion was drawn about the stability or instability of the weather and 
plans for mowing were correspondingly modified. Since the perspective of acoustic 
space is extremely localized, the perception of the least difference is also an idiosyn-

                                                 

12. The root of the word discrimination, the Greek krīnō, points to the act of separating and de-
ciding, thus denoting involvement and engagement. In this context it is interesting that the 
word skill originally denoted the same. 

13. Gibson 1966 
14. Winkler 1995 
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cratic discrimination, part of the identity of a place. Moving to another, unknown 
place is an uprooting that disables. 

Apart from farming, we find a great many technical professions that exhibit this 
kind of specialized aural sensitivity: clockmakers, railway workers, motor mechanics, 
sea captains, midwives. As with the aural meteorology, this capacity instantly van-
ishes when the practice becomes obsolete for technological or economic reasons. In 
the case of Gonten, the growing size of the farmsteads and the subsequent increase in 
mechanized farming activities separated the realm of perception from the realm of ac-
tion and practice and made the practice of aural meteorology collapse. As the need to 
maintain the skill by constant search and practice becomes unnecessary, the capacity 
of discriminating capacity quickly expires. 

I do not want to play the visual off against the aural – the eye, the ear, and the 
hand are part of one person – but just to remark that in terms of the history of ideas, 
the shift from the auditory mode to the visual and other modes is not a simple and li-
near one.15 There are not analogies but complementarities and contradictions between 
the many modes. «Professional» watching, hearing, smelling, tasting, or touching dif-
fer from each other with respect to embodiment and therefore practise. Were it the 
sounds of tractors or silence that currently make up an agricultural landscape and not 
its visual qualities, we would already have an aesthetics of the work process rather 
than of the product. 

 
5. On Mowing 

 
In order to contribute more empirical evidence, let me take mowing with a scythe as 
an exemplary kind of work. Perhaps it is too picturesque, due to its gesture, and too 
nostalgic because nowadays it has been thoroughly replaced by mechanised proce-
dures. My source is a farmer in the Domleschg Valley in the Central Grisons, Switzer-
land.16 This is a valley with a high density of historical places and a highly developed 
consciousness of this. When asking him about «nice work,» at first it was not easy to 
get other than objectivating narratives, but finally, when talking about mowing by the 
scythe, the work itself became the center of our talk. 

The generations around the middle of the last century called people doing their 
mowing job badly «banknote mowers» or «Hodler mowers.» The one-hundred franc 
banknote from the early 20th century shows on its back a mower in activity that is vi-
sibly exerting. 

In 1911, Ferdinand Hodler, renowned at that time as the author of Swiss identitary 
painting, had been commissioned to sketch the first fifty and one hundred franc bank 
notes. Among Hodler's proposals was «a mower in action, symbolising rhythm.»17 
Working out the final draft, Hodler responded to the demands of the commission by  

                                                 

15. This has been discussed for some time with respect to the relationship of orality to literacy 
and the impact of their respective logics on the organisation of thought and society, e.g. by 
the social anthropologist Jack Goody and by Walter J. Ong in many publications. 

16. Interviews with Rudolf Künzler on June 19 and 23, 2003, in Sils i.D., Grisons, Switzerland. 
17. Rivaz 1997. p. 26. The alternative was actually a «motionless mower, proudly erect in his 

field.» 
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changing the background from clouds to the «solid» mountain landscape that was fi-
nally engraved. 

The «Hodler banknote» saying points to the real practice. «Nice work, well done 
work,» is expressed by a term for «proper» or «clean» work. The meadow is consid-
ered «tidied up» after mowing for technical reasons: The grass is cut with the scythe 
as close to the soil as possible. The scythe's blade is wielded in a flat way, the mower 
almost does not swing back his scythe, and the scythe has to be very sharp. One ide-
ally mows in a way that makes the hard work seem easy, done elegantly, as it were. 
As an illustration of this, my interlocutor remembers having seen fifty years ago in 
Bavaria men mowing in a row with synchronised rhythm. This corresponds to the 
perception of mowing as «a toil but beautiful work, if everything was right.» It was at 
the same time a performance and a representation, without dirt nor sweat. We are not 
far from the image of a musical event, which could even be a work song coordinating 
the movements. 

This proprioceptive aesthetics of the worker is as much perceptual as technical: the 
first cannot be separated from the second. The land and the work are then measured 
in this category of embodiment: a «Mannsmahd» (the specific performance of one 
man) or a «Morgen» («morning,» the specific performance of a half a workday), mea-
suring a work unit with reference to surface and work-time, was approximately 20 to 
25 ar with grass-mowing and respectively 4 to 5 ar with vine pruning. To deliver this 
performance, good maintenance of tools and excellent mowing skills were needed. 
The mowing motive is also found in Jean Giono's novel Que ma joie demeure (Stay My 
Joy) of 1935. This French writer observes with a keen and empathic eye the gestures of 
the agricultural work of his time, and with ideas that were not alien to the contempo-
rary «blood and soil» ideology. He lends his literacy to the voice of an oral culture. 
We have to keep in mind that any transmission of this kind is a translation and needs 
hermeneutical work by the reader. Que ma joie demeure is about the beauty of the fields 
and the work on the land. It is grounded in Giono's idea of true wealth, as explained 
by him in his Les vraies richesses (The True Wealth) of 1936.18 
In the novel we find a scene of mowing corn. One of the immigrants to the Haute 
Provence, where the novel is situated, is allowed by the others to mow in «his style.» 
He mows very close to the soil in order to save the straw for the coverage of the roofs: 

                                                 

18. Giono 1937 
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Mower in the Haute Provence, photograph by 
Walter Gerull-Kardas (1937, 93) in the first 
German edition of Giono’s «Les vraies richesses.” 
 

«Jacquou bent down and picked up an ear of corn. It was cut exactly at the knot at 
the foot. It was complete, as if untouched, as if mowed by a divine mower. Jacquou 
kept his ear of corn between the fingers. It was too beautiful. A kind of work people 
did only in the past. It needs time to achieve this, he said to himself. It needs, said he, 
time to lose to mow like this.»19 

Here the story is not at all about the beauty of the land but about the beauty of the 
work itself. The region of the novel's plot, the Haute Provence, has no thatched roofs, 
so to mow with the intention to save the straw is functional nonsense and, at the same 
time, an aesthetic experiment. But also the notions of time spent on the work are dis-
cussed in this short scene. Spending more time than utility imposes is a call from a 
time when acceleration in all economic activities was already well known but had not 
yet reached the agricultural hinterlands. 

For my Swiss interlocutor, the notion of the «beautiful» in the toil also contained 
the loss of time, when mentioning the opportunities for an awareness beyond the lim-
its of the meadow or field. The «pleasant» aspect of toil was the timeouts when hon-
ing the blade or when having a drink, the moments of looking at the land and the 
landscape and listening to its sounds. 

An aesthetics of the hand is an aesthetics of action, for example, of execution, of 
gestures, and of bodies. As an acting aesthetic, it is subject to time. Again, time is a 
parameter withheld by the dominant aesthetics of the eye, most evident in the awe 
expressed by the early travellers to the Alps who searched for timelessness and eter-
nity in the ice masses of the glaciers. «Time to lose» is as substantial as is «land to 

                                                 

19. Giono 1935, Que ma joie demeure [Qmjd] XXII, 372. (All translations into English by J.W.) 
«Jacquou se baissa et ramassa une tige de blé. Elle était coupée juste à l'anneau de terre. Elle 
était entière, comme pas touchée, fauchée comme par un faucheur divin. Jacquou garda sa 
tige de blé dans les doigts. C'était trop beau. Un travail qu'on ne fait plus. Il faut du temps 
pour faire ça, se disait-il. Il faut avoir, se disait-il, du temps à perdre pour faucher comme 
ça.» 
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abandon.» This is exactly the message of the main character in Giono's novel, Bobi. 
Suddenly one of the farmers confesses to him: 

«I have never seen autumn,» he said. 
«Anyway, it's not your first.» 
«I've never had the time.»20 

Having time is taking time is giving time. «On n'est pas pressé» – «one is in no hurry» 
– is mentioned in the considerations about the work of sowing as an act of taking care 
of, being careful with the land, such as the old farmer Jacquou comments on sowing 
when the wind is too strong: 

«It piles the grains up in one place. It takes you the grains into the air; it makes of 
your field a kind of ugly filling with tufts and bleak spots.»21 

The articulation of the work and its result in the land is considered as a dynamic pro-
cess. Its conventional aesthetic dimension becomes visible – the field should be sowed 
evenly. Here Giono shifts towards a landscaping aesthetics, when he lets Bobi con-
vince the farmers of the Grémone high plain to grow useless crops such as daffodils, 
and to think of planting trees. Where there is grass, flowers come by themselves, the 
sheep-keeper thought, and he omitted the second hay harvesting. The old farmer asks 
him: 

«You didn't do the second harvest.» 
«No», he winked with his eye. 
«One smells it», Jacquou said.» The fragrance of the grass is stronger than in the 
other years.»22 

The same Jacquou, guardian of the tradition, is later sowing flower seeds himself, just 
seeds of flowers. He asks his ancestors why they transmitted the rule to him that «a 
meadow is of grass. The flower is good for nothing. What pays is what is between the 
flower and its root.»23 

Talking this way with his ancestors and scolding them for their stubbornness, Jac-
quou admits that agricultural work is never the sheer gesture or procedure, but incar-
nates a set of traditions and ideas about the land. Thus, the mowing is more than the 
moment of mowing as an individual performance with all the aspects of technique 
and skill, but is part of the social lifeworld. 

                                                 

20. Qmjd 228:  «Je n'avais jamais vu l'automne», dit-il. 
«Ce n'est cependant pas le premier.» 
«Je n'avais jamais eu le temps. » 

21. Qmjd 231: «Rien n'est si mauvais. Ça entasse les grains dans le même endroit. ça vous vole 
les grains dans la main ; ça fait de votre champ une sorte de bourre vilaine avec des touffes 
et des pelades. On avait bien décidé de moins semer. Et justement pour cette raison il fallait 
le bien faire. C'était agréable de regarder le temps, se dire «non, pas encore aujourd'hui» et 
puis, savoir qu'on n'est pas pressé et que tous les moments de la vie sont bons à vivre, 
même ceux pendant lesquels on n'a rien et qu'on attend d'avoir, même quand on a quelque 
chose à faire et que c'est pressé.»  

22. Qmjd 232:  «Tu n'as pas fait la deuxième coupe» 
«Non» - il cligna de l'œil. 
«On le sent», dit Jacquou. «L'odeur de l'herbe est plus forte que les autres années. » 

23. Qmjd 300: «Un pré, c'est de l'herbe. La fleur ne sert à rien. Ce qui compte, c'est ce qui est 
entre la fleur et la racine. 
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Today, you will certainly still find people harvesting small surfaces by scythe, but 
the grass is usually mowed mechanically. I still have no evidence of the tractor 
driver's perception, just noticing that, due to the considerable structural change of ag-
riculture, the new conditions and constraints have affected the rhythms in a general 
way and created a different appraisal of the land. My Swiss interlocutor estimates that 
today's farmers have better knowledge of the botanical qualities of a meadow than 
had his father's generation and his own: with the distance to the land, indirect knowl-
edge increases. The mechanical mower cuts the grass less low as the scythe used to 
do, thus abolishing the old notions of «tidiness» or «cleanliness.» This allows the grass 
to grow out quicker and secures the second or even third harvest in the lower mead-
ows, another utilitarian as well as aesthetic fact. Outside agriculture, the lawn ideal of 
how a grassy surface should be has seized the power in the ideals and economy of 
landscaping, strengthening the idea of tidiness, cleanliness and regularization. 

 
6. On and On 

 
A characteristic feature of the constant, seasonal change of the cultivated land is the 
destruction of the farmer's work, which has to be redone every year. Thus sensitivity 
and engagement have to do with the daily and seasonal repetition, for example, with 
the everyday violence from and against plants and animals. Contrary to the painters' 
practice, this sensitivity is not an issue of harmonic dwelling and interplay, but of ex-
ploiting the environment. It does not prevent us from assuming that the outcome is a 
honed sensitivity, not becoming blunted. 

In Southern France I took a walk with a farmer's wife in her seventies.24 She had 
left active agriculture about ten years ago. Violence and nature's violent reaction to 
man's work were not directly mentioned but became obvious: We had to find our 
way through a broom maquis which had grown on land formerly cultivated by her 
and her husband. Although she knew that, she was surprised when we got caught in 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mme. Conil in one the fields of her 
former land, now invaded by broom 

                                                 

24. «Commented walk» see in this text collection: Working on the experience of passing envi-
ronments: on commented walks. Summer Course of the International Institute for Applied 
Aesthetics Lahti, Siikaniemi Course Center, Hollola, August 20, 2002. 
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it: «That really – look, I would never have believed-- these brooms there. Never. One 
has to come close to believe it, it is actually a jungle. »  

It turned out that, for her, the two varieties of broom present on the land, the small 
ash-broom and the tall Spanish broom, had no names; they just were there, insofar as 
they look and grow differently, thereby expressing the quality of the soil. We crossed 
a former vineyard where some vines had managed to reappear in the grass. Some 
thirty years ago a carriageway had been built in order to transport the boxes in which 
they used to harvest the grapes. I dropped a remark that nothing has ever been for 
free up here, and her affirmative reaction was very strong: 

«Ah nononononononononono! One has to earn it, one really earns it! Here one 
earns it REALLY, everything, all, all-all-all!»25 

And looking at a passage that was recently cut into the broom by the chaff-cutter, she 
said: 

«That's something unbelievable, one has to go over it EVERY YEAR! Every year, in 
order to say, to-- No, it does not give anything for free, one has to earn everything! 
(…) But one never talks about maintaining it: one had to do it, not talk of it. One 
did not talk about the toil of maintaining it.» 

There is a particular stress in her words on the continual need of the «hand» in the 
field. «Every year,» as she words it, means of course «all year round»; every season 
calls for its own repetitive work. Once you sit down, the maquis creeps over fields and 
pastures, as is the case in this place. Although she is certainly not depressive, she for-
mulates with a peculiar ambivalence. Saying that she always had «a very hard life,» 
she does nevertheless not deny that from childhood on, working outdoors substan-
tially appealed to her. An aesthetics of the hand does not necessarily have to leave out 
toil and suffering to create joyful experience, as is the case with the dominant pano-
ramatic aesthetics. Enjoyment even does not emerge without toil and time spent on 
the task. 

When we hear such a testimony, we have to check to what degree this is ideologi-
cal and how far it can be called phenomenological. Thus, for instance, Giono's most 
precise observations of gestures and attitudes merge into the ideological conclusions 
of his very own view of nature and society, where the physical toil of rural life con-
trasts to the psychical toil of urban life. This led him to the opinion that the unhealthy 
urban realm has to be healed by the capacities of the good rural space. If we get 
trapped by this kind of statement, we fail to understand both the role of the hand and 
its very own process-oriented aesthetics. 

Therefore I want to interpret this woman's words about the hardships of life as a 
reference to the steadiness and repetition of the toil. Part of the violence of nature is 
what the broom «jungle» demonstrated: nature's capacity to re-conquer all places 
marked by human work, a silent violence testing man's strength. 

                                                 

25. This, like the following remarks, is from a commented walk done with Marie-Louise Conil 
on 22th April 2003 in Montbrunles- Bains, Drôme. Original in French, translation J.W.  
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7. Concluding Questions 

 
I have been wondering if the seeming absence of rural people from the tableau of aes-
thetics of environment is due to unbridgeable categories between the learned world 
and the illiterate world; and if a notion like professional sensitivity could thus give a 
voice to the mute and release evidence of a «popular» landscape aesthetics. Yet before 
giving a voice to the counterposition, we have to ask whether the traditional view of 
an absence of aesthetics of the sensitivities of the hand, that is, of action, is an anaesthetics 
in the fundamental sense proposed by Wolfgang Welsch fifteen years ago: the blind 
spot necessary to allow a positive aesthetics.26 Or if the assumption of an embodied, 
an incarnated aesthetics, as it were,27 can lead further: an aesthetics that is not sheer 
animality as opposed to spirituality, but which makes the senses' search shift from 
controlling sight to a synaesthetic presence and from a distanced attitude to a partici-
patory one. 

This fundamental question arises from the observation that an aesthetics of agricul-
tural work will privilege proximity and the discrimination of fine differences. Thus 
the aesthetic of the field operates in opposition to occidental panoramic aesthetics and 
as a counterpoint to traditional pictorial landscape notions. Its notions of utility and 
payoff are antagonists to detachment and disinterestedness. 

The senses' sensitivity is formed and is modified by interaction with the physical 
and cultural environment, be it urban or rural. The «hand» in the landscape is meta-
phorical, allowing a question of scale to be raised: the becoming of an agricultural 
landscape, being beyond an individual's command, is a realization of the interaction 
of nature with society. It surpasses the individual spatially, since the individual is lim-
ited to the reach of his «arm,» tools, and competences; and its becoming goes beyond 
his «breath» span, his lifetime. Any aesthetics of agricultural work is rooted in action 
and process. Although the farmer is forced into repetitive work, he takes up the 
rhythms of the environment and modifies them according to his own goals. The far-
mer's field's duration and bound times correspond to the painter's scenic viewpoints' 
fixed views and proportions. The toil in the field binds, but gives opportunity to sense 
the land in all of its changing qualities. 

Any phenomenological approach to an aesthetics of agricultural work has to be-
ware of many ideological traps. The present article has been presenting past and, as it 
were, «pure» agricultural settings at the risk of inappropriate nostalgia. Yet it is nec-
essary to study now the very front of capitalist mechanised agriculture and its interac-
tion with the present-day conurbations with the concepts I have tentatively exposed. 

                                                 

26. Welsch 1990, 9- 40.  
27. Pauline von Bondsdorff, «Agriculture and the worlds of nature,» unpublished paper pre-

sented at The Aesthetics of Agriculture, Fifth International Conference on Environmental 
Aesthetics, Häme Polytechnic Lepaa, Finland, 5-8 August, 2003.  
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Justin Winkler 

Rhythmicity 

In: Helmi Järviluoma, Gregg Wagstaff (eds), Soundscape studies and methods, 
133-142. Finnish Society for Ethnomusicology Publ. 9, Helsinki 2002. 
 
 
In an article from 1986, French philosopher and sociologist Henri Lefebvre and soci-
ologist Catherine Régulier have been envisioning a «rhythmanalysis». Such is the title 
of Lefebvre's small book of 1992, Eléments de rythmanalyse. In this essay I want to re-
flect upon rhythmic phenomena which these two texts are outlining. 

In the very last lines of Rythmanalyse, Lefebvre is pleading for listening as the genu-
ine approach to rhythmicity and summarizes that rhythmanalysis is a transdiscipli-
nary field, not a separate discipline. He contradicts the 'distancing effect' of scientific 
approaches and asks for practical participation. Lefebvre proposes that there should 
not be a dichotomy between time and place but a notion of localised time coinciding 
with the notion of temporalised place. 

This is not the place to go into detail about Lefebvre's and Régulier's texts. I want 
to retain one essential issue however, which is of interest for soundscape studies: 
rhythm and the way they consider it is a field of social power. The question of the po-
litical power of the rhythms – environmental and social ones in their interplay – is an 
interesting one for all soundscape study approaches. Moreover, the idea of a radical 
transdisciplinarity is basically known to all soundscape researchers; it implies that 
there are no fundamental divisions between subjective and objective, the researcher 
and his/her subject of interest. From a rich literature on this topic I refer here to two 
readings of different nature: Mikel Dufrenne (1991), and a remarkable transdiscipli-
nary method book (Grosjean & Thibaud 2001). 

Rhythm is defined by the approximate repetition of a cycle – thus standing out 
from measure, the precise, identical repetition of a cycle. I would like to make the point 
that although rhythm thus implies many kinds of elasticity and resilience it is actually 
a structure of extreme robustness. We can, together with Lefebvre, imagine that 
rhythmic systems develop a strength similar to those well entwined paper fibres 
which serve as a bridge capable to support heavy weights. Rhythm is concrete, 
worldly time, rhythmicity its systematic aspect. 

Lefebvre and Régulier write about the relationship between rhythm and social 
power, giving the example of Mediterranean city-states which throughout history 
have oscillated between tyranny and democracy. The most ancient is the city of Ath-
ens, followed by the grat garvitational centres of Rome, Alexandria, Venice, Mar-
seille... The realm of the private gains strength and resistance through its rhythmicity: 
«What then is a [sc. urban] centre, if not a producer of rhythm in the social time?» In 
these terms the harmony or eurhythmy of a place or a territory would be the result of a 
continuous struggle between the rhythms of the other and the rhythms of the self, «a 
struggle between a measured time, imposed and external, and a more endogenous 
time». 
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Time and space are essential dimensions in the sonic world. Oscillations of any 
scale are determined by a time-space ratio, by two quantities that condition each other 
mutually. Soundscapes are thus essentially manifestations of rhythmic systems, both 
in the sonic and subsonic realm, in their objective constitution and subjective evalua-
tion. The time factor becomes crucial when active awareness – the shift from hearing 
to listening – is induced. This awareness can be either unaided listening or recording. 
Both of these modes are inextricably limited by fatigue or limited sound support ca-
pacities, thereby creating an effect of framing. Every researcher attempting to docu-
ment soundscape phenomena has to account to him or herself for the time scales in-
volved in their observations. Just as postcards represent «typical», a-temporal scenes 
of a place, so should sound observations and documents be understood as embedded 
in the context of possible variations of a place. 

Attention for objective environmental rhythmicities can be observed in J.G. Granö's 
cartographical mapping of a rural place in Southern Finland in 1923 (Granö 
1997/1929). When showing the colour and sound phenomena he had to split the vis-
ual codes into temporal strata; «in spring», «on summer days», «often» and «occa-
sionally». In Schafer's «Tuning of the World» (1977) we find, in the appendices, the 
diagram of a 24 hour day cycle from the countryside. The empirical basis for this is a 
24 hour recording in the early seventies near Westminster Abbey at Mission, British 
Columbia, which was also the object of a CBC radio program titled «Summer Sol-
stice». A similar day-cycle has been recorded by the World Soundscape Project team 
in Spring 1975 in Cembra Northern Italy and recomposed into an «audio-
cartography». Whereas Granö is metrically localising and qualitatively describing 
sounds, the WSP's diagram is based on physical decibel y-axes with secondary quali-
tative features (Schafer 1977, 266). 

These examples gave the Swiss research group (Winkler 1995) the idea to record 
different soundscapes in order to bring out their specific cyclical character. Recording 
the audio samples was accompanied by continuous presence of observers-recordists 
who also established a written protocol and simultaneously recorded sound pressure 
level measurements (SPL). Later we have submitted a web-micro project – in analogy 
to the web-cams – that would have us enabled to observe a given place for longer pe-
riods such as weeks or seasons; it has so far not become real. 

 

Place-Time Profiles 

The circadian («quasi-daylong») cycle observations were made with the aim of de-
scribing in more detail the fluctuations that constitute the keynote sounds or «tonal-
ity» of a given place. The schematic re-composition of the audio samples allows the 
listener to follow a sonic day and to experience the character of  the keynote sounds, 
representing the typical structuring signal sounds and soundmarks. 

The by-product of the SPL samples allows us to plot the general outlines (or enve-
lope) of the soundscapes and to compare them in visual abstraction. Bearing in mind 
that these are derived from complex qualitative measurements, we can determine two 
basic rhythmical patterns in the observed Swiss landscapes. In the diagrams below, 
the rhythmicity is described using an L90 reading. L90 refers to the SPL level which is 
exceeded during 90 percent of the measurement duration (here 4 minutes). L90 is thus 
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giving the «least noise» horizon, so to speak, the acoustic «ground» of a given sound 
surrounding. 

In Fig. 1 a first group can be seen with active daytime versus silent night-time. It 
appears that sthe rhythmical division between urban and rural is futile. A busy street 
of the city of Berne exhibits a similar rhythmicity as the rural village of Gonten in 
eastern Switzerland. In both cases the characteristic «attack» (steep rise) in the early 
morning this is produced by traffic and dawn bird chorus. These are spring and early 

 

Fig 1. 24-hour-cycles of sound pressure levels in 6 place of Switzerland 

summer situations. The autumn profile of suburban Marin (incomplete due to SPL 
meter failure) shows that traffic alone gives a slightly different morning pattern. The 
«attack» is followed by a fluctuating daytime «transient» and a slower «decay» in the 
evening, receding into silence in the middle of the night. Note that the official Noise 
Protection Act28, which defines day and night as 06:00-22:00 hours and 22:00-06:00 
hours respectively, cuts across the oscillation observed in the Fig. 1. 

It can also be seen a second group: Two mountain soundscapes dominated by the 
running water of rivers; it is contrasted by the «silent» pre-alpine landscape of Gon-
ten. The L90 is undulating at a specific level, determined by the distance to the river. 
It reflects the prevailing pink noise of the water which is absorbing energetically small 
events; even if those can actually be heard through it thanks to specific frequencies, 
such as the melodies of the blackbird. Day and night are not evident in these envi-
ronments marked by general noise, even if you consider lower percentiles such as 
L50, the median level: only single events without obvious rhythmic recurrence will 

                                                 

28. Ordonnance sur la protection contre le bruit, 15 december 1986, into effect 1st April 1987. 
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stand out – thunder, low flying planes, farming vehicles. Consequently we become in-
terested in the monthly to yearly cycles of L90, and its dependence upon e.g. weather, 
temperature and drainage patterns. But this still remains a future project. 

 

Sensibility and frustration 

The Kirchenfeldstrasse in the Swiss capital Berne was the subject of a project that 
looked at collective coping with unbearable traffic noise.29 The result of the SPL sur-
vey, compared to rural sites, is given in Fig. 1. Here I want to consider in details some 
formal properties. 

With the span of SPL values from the Berne example (Fig. 2) we realize how the 
«least noise» level (L99, bottom) relates to the «activity noise» level (L01, top). In 
comparison, the backyard has not only an average of 10 dB less sound emission, but 
also a different morphology. Both activity noise and minimum noise levels show an 
attack-like acoustical dawn, and a slowly fading-off acoustical dusk. Activity noise 
has a more steady, less inflected presence around 70 dB. The night silence is remark-
able: it indicates a sleeping town. Between 1am and 4 am spans of uninterrupted si-
lence are realized, concretely: only every 8 to 10 minutes a passing car. 

However – and this is the social truth corresponding to this metrical approach – 
the night does not count. In a public meeting towards the end of the project, aiming at 
an assessment of the traffic pressure situation as experienced by the residents of the 
neighbourhood, people found it hard to realize that the night was so quiet. A partici-
pant remarked that even when the night is silent he is never aware of it «because the 
windows are closed». And in the extremely silent parts of the night every single car 
that passed was felt to be even more of a disturbance. The closed windows were the 
leading topic of discussion, appearing with a number of roles: 
The desire for double-glazed windows financed by noise abating programmes was 
expressed; the necessity of keeping the windows closed in order to protect the apart-
ment from noise and dirt was reported; the window as an instrument for the resident 
to vary the relation between indoor to outdoor was called up. The closed window as 
the neuralgic interface between the private space constantly bothered by the public 
space. 

In order to reduce the noise level by 3 dB the traffic would have to be cut down by 
half, and 10,000 cars a day redirected to some other bypasses citywide. In the men-
tioned discussion there was a strong desire to close down all traffic during the night 
when, as the readings show, there was very little traffic anyway. So protecting this 
timespace would not address the main issue. Whilst such an action might be ineffec-
tual, it could be interpreted as a realistic manoeuvre to avoid addressing the real 
problem of halfing the amount of daytime traffic. The latter would be viewed as a 
kind of political kamikaze activism. 

 

                                                 

29. The project Basisarbeit zur akustischen Umweltqualität. Aktionsstudie Kirchenfeldstrasse of 1998 
was possible thanks to the Fachverein Arbeit und Umwelt Bern. We have to express our 
gratitude for the measurements to acoustician Thomas Gisi of the Environmental Board of 
the City of Berne. 
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Fig. 2. Span of sound pressure levels, Kirchenfeldstrasse Bern, 25.-26.5. 1998 

 

 

Fig 3. 24-hour-cycle Kirchenfeldstrasse Bern, 25.-26.5. 1998 

 
 
Traffic also has a certain speed, which here, compared to the urban setting, was 
mostly judged as being too high. Part of the discussion focused on lowering speed 
limits as a means of dissuading traffic, reducing noise and protecting pedestrians. Yet 
a laconic scepticism prevailed, formulated by a resident: «It is not decisive if the traf-
fic circulates at 30 or 50, or 45, or 65 km per hour: three decibels less, as I understand 
it, in our subjective perception is nothing. This sounds cynical perhaps, but one thinks 
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that if it was only a bit less loud, we would be much happier. Yet, two years later we 
will be back here saying it's still too loud...» 
 

Empowerment 

What about leaving the Kirchenfeldstrasse for a quieter neighbourhood? One so-
cially active person in the neighbourhood has definitely got fed up with the noise 
situation and is about to sell his house and move away. Another person has already 
left the Kirchenfeldstrasse after twelve years in a rented apartment. She remembers: 
«Well, by then I did not discuss with the house owner about it [replacing the old win-
dows by more noise insulating ones], because the rent was so low. I always think one 
cannot have everything in life. And I knew all the time that I won't be there forever. 
But now, living here, I cannot understand how I was able to bear it. Only now, in ret-
rospect, my husband and I realise what a loss of living quality it is, to live in such a 
place.» 

Can you imagine she was talking about a road lined with mainly two-storey 
houses which have a narrow front garden and a larger garden behind? A blessed 
neighbourhood with a church in the middle, some well-guarded embassies around, a 
wood situated nearby and the river Aar running close by in its scenic canyon.  

A rhythmic «system» like the one sadly experienced by the residents of the 
Kirchenfeld neighbourhood in Berne is a powerful, persistent structure. A tenor in the 
evaluation of the situation was that «this road is a fact», it will persist that way for 
several decades, yet the people are living there right now. There is no empowerment 
of the citizens to face a situation like this one – and there are abundant examples all 
over the world of people experiencing noise as power exerted upon them. The rhyth-
micity of soundscapes, irrespective of the so-called 'urban' or 'rural', is a phenomenon 
still to be fully documented and designed . 
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Justin Winkler 

Working on the experience of passing 
environments: on commented walks 

Unpublished manuscript of Summer Course 2002 of the International Institute for 

Applied Aesthetics, Lahti, «Eyes closed» at the Siikaniemi Course Center, Hollola, 

August 20, 2002 

 
 
«Walking» is a quite ancient condition of perception (and thinking). Under the per-
spective of applied aesthetics it relates to the «in situ» aspect of space and place, as it 
appears from everyday movement. Walking has the capacity to relate to theoretical 
(placeless) and practical (in situ) environmental aspects. It calls for an ecological un-
derstanding of perception as an active mode, and it values the fuzzy small percep-
tions and their narrative re-construction as the basis of an everyday aesthetics. Walk-
ing induces also the «immersion» in the sensible environment, an immersion so com-
pulsory for all perceptual modes apart from sight, and so feared for its dangers of the 
loss of distance. 

«Commented Walks» is an attempt to catch intersubjectively the fleeting percep-
tions along a path. It stems partly from the soundwalk practice proposed by sound-
scape studies and didactics. The Commented Walk readjusts the relation between re-
searcher and interviewee by stressing the competence of the everyday perception of 
the latter. 

The «unseen» experience in the modes of hearing, smelling, feeling upright and 
sensing temperature, as well as the experience of present and past time can often not 
be seized appropriately. It generates passing environments, seeming beyond our ca-
pacities to be retained and described. In planning and designing everyday environ-
ments this fact is a major obstacle to any sensible action. 

As with the soundwalk or descriptive aesthetics technical questions of memoriza-
tion (devices), description (skills) and representation (repertory) arise, besides a host 
of questions relating to the topic of perceptual modes. I will demonstrate a banal path 
at the summer school site, the way it was perceived during commented walks. 

 

Motion 

In any habitat man is moving around, as a pedestrian, on wheels, in boats or with 
planes. Every kind of motion offers different perspectives on the world, different 
temporalities, varying degrees of closeness and distance. 

Motion is an elementary part of our everyday life and determines our perception 
and appropriation of environmental features, landscape appreciation, and social par-
ticipation. However, most aesthetic attitudes still depart from motionlessly framed 
«views» and frozen moments (Berleant 1992, 162), aiming at bringing the whirl of 
perceptions to a halt. 
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Everyday motion creates everyday paths that are banalised to a maximum by repe-
tition. Subject to the «mechanisms» of an aesthetics based on focussed sceneries and 
disinterestedness they are moulded into stereotypes («dull», «annoying», «frighten-
ing», «stressful»), to such an extent that they loose most dynamic aspects when 
looked at in retrospective. This attitude tends to break down dynamic phenomena 
into discrete objects. In these cases we all, moving through cities an open landscapes, 
are as it were discharged from our motion, temporality, and our body-self. 

How can archistects, planners and social initiatives take account of these aspects of 
private and public space, aspects where traditional scientific and design approaches 
fall short? 

In the field of so-called «qualitative» research and the arts a variety of approaches 
and their operationalisations is tested. In the mid-1990s I met Belgian artist and film-
maker Christine Vandemoortele who staged commented walks; I myself adopted the 
soundwalk format in research and teaching; and recently, in a publication on methods 
of approaching urban landscapes and lifeworlds (Grosjean & Thibaud 2001) French 
sociologist Jean-Paul Thibaud (2001) describes commented walk as a method. All 
have the acoustic world in common as their starting point, «acoustic» referring to 
both noises and word. This is no coincidence, since the acoustic world is so essentially 
dynamic, allowing the sound phenomenon to occur separated from the sound source 
and temporalising space and perception. Any method dealing with it has to adapt to 
this dynamism in a fundamental way. 

 
Getting close 

Walking implies that at a given point the entire methodology is based on moving 
through the space and to the places that are the subject of research or design Thereby 
perception is allowed to be hovering or free-floating. This requires an openness which 
is well known to researchers from the social sciences who do observations and inter-
views (Pétonnet 1982), or, for some time already, to psychoanalysts (Sandler 1992). In 
the present case walking together requires that there is no separation between re-
searcher and interviewee, or between designer and public. Walking together is based 
on the fundamental impossibility to assume an overview, control position (Thibaud 
2001, 81); it is serial (like a melody unfolding), antiphonic and thus dialogical. Moreover 
walking together means to be focussed in an aesthetics rooted in the lifeworld and 
searching for the lost steps between individual stories and places. 

All this is puts up for debate disinterestedness and attitudes of rest, aspects of 
closeness. From the onset of mass-mediated landscape aesthetics in the 18th century 
one's own motion was only the means to get to a «station» or «viewpoint» where the 
scenic qualities of a place were «fixed» pictorially. In this sense the aesthetics of the 
picturesque were and still are the instrument for taming the wilderness respectively 
the experience of wilderness. (Wózniakowski 1987) Motion itself, even if motive in 
paintings or movies, remained a problem, because it escaped from all kind of intellec-
tual or formal framing. The view from the railway window has frightened its first 
passengers and troubled millions of passengers all along railway history. The futur-
ists, fascination by motion, noise and war, reacted to this in a militant way but did not 
really change the mainstream aesthetic attitude. 
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Instead of giving us a clear-cut framed picture, motion provides a flood of fuzzy 
small perceptions. Perception in motu offers a constant in situ sometimes hard grasp, 
and if stopped for contemplation or analysis, the entire logic and quality changes. 
When confronted with this dilemma of conventional aesthetic attitudes we are getting 
aware that our movement is not only motion through environment as an arrangement 
of objects but that movement is and constitutes a proper environment that can be re-
lated to by various senses. Paul Klee was speaking of this quality in his Bauhaus 
painting class, saying that «the landscape (...) is not there as such; but through our 
own movement landscape assumes at least a counter-movement». (Petitpierre 1957). 

 

Commenting walks 

Commented walks as I understand them, are, notwithstanding the necessary assign-
ments, realised in an attitude of openness. For people used to do nothing but fulfilling 
tasks this is unsettling. Yet it is necessary, in order to free the way interviewees report 
their practices and experiences: «In all cases one gets reports that are rich and teeming 
with motives—admittedly more hesitating as if we would have asked direct ques-
tions—but which reveal in negative the ground of a true practice of public space and 
a sensible relation to the city.» (Amphoux 2001) 

The openness is accompanied by indirect questions. Interviews with direct ques-
tions suggest a lead and advantage of the interviewer who anticipates all answers and 
establishes a hierarchy. Thematic detours have to be accepted. How then, on a techni-
cal level, can the essence of a commented walk be fixed? How can we reconstruct the 
walk and its commentaries, the way the dialogue has described and re-evaluated a 
banal (or less banal) path? Fortunately we can recur to recording equipment for all 
degrees of fidelity. The criterion for the choice should be practicability; we have to 
make sure that we are familiar with the one we decide to use thus avoiding frustra-
tion caused by bad handling. The walk is best accompanied by a sound recorder with 
a microphone well protected against wind (which causes the most distorting noise ef-
fects). The recording is transcribed with precision, describing expressive turns (si-
lences, hesitations, repetitions or unfinished periods etc.) that make the document fit 
for a deeper analysis. 

I mentioned that the soundwalk is a kind of precursor of the commented walk. 
Many observations made with the soundwalk apply also to commented walks in gen-
eral. Soundwalks have always had a hybrid status between accomplishing sensibiliza-
tion and description: inducing a change or refinement in the perception of the listener 
respectively producing an objectivation of the surroundings as experienced by 
him/her. Taking this into account one Therefore I always felt that not just one sound-
walk should be done but a series with changing tasks—from «warming-up» to critical 
and participatory performance—and, due to their temporal settings, changing cir-
cumstances. 

In a similar way Thibaud (2001, 84) mentions basic assignments which the protocol 
shall reflect. Every assignment can be varied by adopting different focuses (here given 
exemplarily with the first one). 
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Pure» description 
of a given path, the spatial and atmospheric qualities encountered at the moment of 
the walk. 
Variation of path, chosen by the interviewee 
Variation of time / season 
Variation of people participating (age, sex, socio-economic status, resident, tourist...) 

Free choice of a path 
within a given area, discussion of the motives for this one and the exclusion of alter-
natives; general discussion of the trajectories. 

Focus on specific perceptual conditions 
or spatial qualities of an established path. A format that can be varied when dealing 
with particular questions to be answered. 

It is evident that already up to ten documents of commented walks constitute—apart 
from the lot of work—a rich resource for further analysis and recontextualisation. 
With more than ten walks, if conceived formally in a complementary way, cross-
references become possible. The yield can be so rich that teamwork is needed to 
evaluate it and to define the way of proceeding. 

The first analytical step operates best with a small number of basic categories, an-
notated ad marginem or assembled by pasting quotations, procedures describe e.g. by 
Strauss (1987). The four basic ones given by Thibaud (2001, 86f) bring out different 
perspectives and perception modes. Working on these we become familiar with the 
documents; according to my experience this work is best done by the interviewer 
himself and not delegated to someone else. 

Associations 
at the expressive (lingustic) level they help to describe experiences and feelings («like 
a train station's hall» i.e. reverberating, vast, bustling...) 
qualities of presentic imagination, i.e. past experiences encounter present tense corre-
spondences and are «reawakened» 

Transitions 
getting from a defined space into a differently defined space («here, around the cor-
ner, it is much calmer than back there.:.») 

Apparent qualities 
Uncertainties induce a more precise and phenomenological description («it looks 
like», «it seems to me»...) 

Reflexivity 
Reference is made by the observing walker to his/her own stance: reaction to sur-
roundings (slowing down, stumbling, hesitating step, turning head, feeling 
safe/observed...) 

As with much analytic work, at this stage of work the motion to which the walks refer 
risks to come to a halt. There is a need to recontextualise the sensible into scientific or 
design hypotheses. The interviewer(s) have to decide if one main motive or hypothe-
sis shall be followed or if an «ideal» walk shall be recomposed and serve as the basis 
for design. In the process of work they can subject themselves to «control» walks, ex-
periencing the unfolding of their own sensibility for the paths and places in question. 
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Now they should be able to handle the balance between distance and engagement. 
The products in which commented walks play a role can be quite different: an ar-

chitectural or pictorial sketch, a list of technical requirements, or prose of the kind of 
«thick description» or «descriptive aesthetics». 
 

Comments on two Siikaniemi commented walks 

Two exemplary commented walks were realised during the first day of the Sum-
mer School at the Siikaniemi Centre, August 19, 2002. Both interviewees were women 
(H and M), the one from Finland, the other from South-eastern/Central Europe. The 
origin of the two interviewees is the only element apt to generate a hypothesis –what 
would be the difference in their perception and expression of this «typical» Finnish 
landscape –, since these walks lack a proper research context, e.g. a descriptive or de-
sign task for the Siikaniemi area. 

Nevertheless they permit a rudimentary analysis, the way it would have to be car-
ried out in qualitative studies in order identify the issues and to redirect research in-
terests and action. 

Basically they invite to develop, test and apply walking (in motu) as a valid ap-
proach in exploring in situ environmental aesthetic features. The format has to be var-
ied – and can easily be varied – according to varying needs of topic, generated hy-
potheses and disciplinary backgrounds. We comment on a few aspects, showing di-
rections for further analysis and application. 

 

Associations: the flagpole 

On the granite cliff we stopped shortly close to an old flagpole. Stating the quale of 
the pole leads H immediately to an association that makes the experience of the vast 
lake landscape, established some seconds before, all the sudden burst by associating it 
with mobile phone antennas: « 

«It's a wooden flagpole, old.» 
«It's old, yes. 
«I don't like the- no mobile phone antennas have been set to all high places (...) 
And beautiful places, and even to the national landscapes. And it- I- It's very ugly. 
But, this not as ugly, because it's wooden. And kind of a bit- what's the word, it 
makes me- (...) I connect it to the fact that we are in this- eh- congregational, a bit 
religious centre. (...) The church is often very patriotic, that's my connection. I 
would- I didn't even pay any attention because immediately saw in my mind 
young people raising the flag and being early to some patriotic-» 
«What flag, by the way?» 
«Finnish flag, of course! That's the part of the church I don't like. That the state and 
church are connected. I don’t like, it doesn't- it is not as bad as the mobile antenna, 
but- (...)-it's not my culture.» 

The surface qualities of abandonment, the weathering of the wood, oxidation of the 
metal support and absence of a rope induce a problem of expression: 

«There is something a bit- How do you say, it makes you a bit tender. Tender 
minded, sort of. (...) 
«So you can accept it here. 
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«No- it's a bit like- hellyktävä in Finnish, (...) every baby can be hellyktävä, it can 
be something like- you feel tender because it's so ugly, and small, and- (...) o this is 
so rotten that it's- I forgive it.» 

 

Sitting down: the siren and the king's box 

The view on the lake from the edge of the granite cliff stimulates M to the exclama-
tion «Ah, this is very beautiful. – And here one can sit down.» She is précising with 
reference to the sandy-muddy beach near the pier: «Only here I would have the inten-
tion to sit down.» After a short moment she deepens the stage of her desire to sit 
down with a model: 

«Yes, this would be for me, I must say, this sculpture which I saw on photographs, 
in Copenhagen, with the siren- 
«Yes, that's Copenhagen.» 
«-exactly, who sits on a rock and watches the sea». 

The siren's effigy opens the contemplation of far-reaching space of the sea which is 
confronting the present view on the lake and the knowledge about it, so M continues 
immediately: 

«and probably due to this association it seems to me, or should the lake still bigger. 
Yesterday I heard how big it is, it is somehow huge, and therefore, because the 
perception is such that it goes towards the sea, I am irritated by the trees out there- 
«That it ends there. 
«Yes, genuinely sea. Exactly. When a lake, it should be really the sea.» 

A few moments later, on the top of the drumlin M's imagination of sitting down and 
contemplating the stage of this landscape is again aroused. The siren is now replaced 
by prestigious image of the king's box in a theatre. She dismisses explicitly the bank 
on the pier, adding that 

«once I have discovered this I would return here. (...) That looks like a balcony, 
beautiful.» 
«True it is like a balcony. A beautiful place.» 
«As if it were designed, gorgeous.» 
«Intentionally, yes? 
«No idea, but one hasn't to do much, because mother nature or father God have al-
ready done everything. That is like in a theatre, the loge of the king, that was in the 
middle, and then one watched directly to the stage. 

 

The granite rock's narratives 

In the formal unrolling of the walk the granite cliff is the summit of the walk, so 
that we choose it as its final point. Here the contact with the ground is precise (stone, 
mineral), the contact with the atmosphere is maximal (wind, sunrays), the view is 
privileged (overlooking the lake). But these formal qualities on which we agree easily 
are topped by narratives which are partly unexpected. 

Let us take the metaphors chosen by the interviewees at their face value, even if 
they are but provisional structures for expressing their personal experiences of the 
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perception of the place. After only two walks the granite cliff appears thus as a place 
of religious and patriotic gatherings, the feeling of tenderness towards a newborn, a 
place which refers to tales like Andersen's siren, to a house with balconies, a theatre 
with the king's box, a place designed by the godly master-builder. 

More walks with more people could help to establish the granite cliff's specificities 
with respect, on the one hand, to its apparent formal qualities and to, on the other 
hand, the narratives that refer to experiential richness. The physical hardness of the 
granite would thus be complemented by a cloud of references with a quality of what 
Bachelard calls «songes» (dreamerys). 
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Justin Winkler 

From «acoustic horizons» to «tonalities» 

In: Environmental & Architectural Phenomenology Newsletter 12(1), 2001, p. 12-

15. Originally presented at the conference, «Sound Escape,»  held in July 2000, at 
Trent University in Peterborough Ontario. 

 

 
Soundscape is an artificial word, playing on the acoustic similarity of sound and land. 
Composer and sound theorist Murray Schafer created the word in the late 1960s. Si-
multaneously and independently, Michael Southworth at MIT also used the term. The 
World Soundscape Project at Simon Fraser University made the word widely known 
and linked with a specific approach subsumed under the then new and then-
fashionable notion of ecology. The seeming opening for systemic approaches provided 
by this term has an anti-phenomenological tendency in the sense that its aesthetic and 
perceptual aspects constitute the world of sound only in a functional way. 

What analytical terms have been proposed for soundscape studies in the last thirty 
years? All notational and classificatory systems devised since the 1970s must face the 
fact that the sonic experience – like other perceptual modes – is composed of objective 
and subjective worlds, of facts and values. The first empirical study testing this idea 
was conducted by Porteous and Mastin in 1985 (Porteous & Mastin, 1985). In their sta-
tistical analysis of significant relations among sounds of a neighbourhood in Victoria 
B.C. these researchers concluded dryly «that the World Soundscape Project sound 
categories do not form statistically reliable constructs.» 

Here I want to re-examine two of these categories – acoustic horizon and keynote 
sounds – that were borrowed from visual space and from music, respectively. These 
two concepts have played a significant role in soundscape studies. Results from my 
field work (1995a/b, 1997) indicate that these concepts have a capacity for enhanced 
phenomenological use. 

 

Acoustic horizon 

Horizon is a word we use in everyday speech; it has realistic, figurative and scien-
tific meanings. The Greek horízein denotes posing limits, making dispositions and de-
fining a term. The image is the one of a furrow that divides virgin land into cultivated 
parts and thus signifies reclamation from nature and the creation of interior and exte-
rior. Throughout the Middle Ages, horizon denoted a metaphysical frontier between 
the historical and spiritual worlds. With the fading away of the platonic and theologi-
cal foundations of this sense of the word, horizon began to be applied to the realm of 
the physical world. 

The idea of acoustic horizon appears in a European village soundscape study by the 
World Soundscape Project, where the solar winds of Britanny's Lesconil are reported 
(1977, 54). Here the notion of horizon, as proposed by Schafer, implies the far-reaching 
presence of sounds, in analogy with the far-away visual horizon. The prerequisite for 
this experience is conceived as a kind of complex, rural silence synonymous with 
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acoustic transparency – notice again the visual metaphor. Any motor sound will then 
destroy this silence (which equals acoustic transparency) by masking and therefore 
deteriorating the acoustic content of the extended surroundings. 

This interpretation sets the values of noise-abatement ideals. Noise modifies the 
acoustic horizons by temporally narrowing it. By its very definition, however, the ho-
rizon cannot be annihilated: the term horizon of silence (singular) introduced by Don 
Ihde (1975, 50) can serve as a fundamental definition of what the acoustic horizons 
(plural) are. Then noise has to be called a specific horizon of silence – a seemingly 
paradoxical but phenomenologically correct and necessary expression: the acoustic 
horizons of noise as silencing other sounds and as operators of the finiteness of aural 
space and time. 

What are the qualities of this horizon of silence? It is perfect, existential and cannot 
be transgressed, in a still more compelling way than the visual horizon. On the other 
hand, this horizon of silence fluctuates in space and time. Because it is not there in 
front, it urges us to adopt descriptions like «almost,» «nearly,» or «perhaps.» Spatially 
as well as temporally, we get incessantly to a specific horizon of silence – each pause 
between a cicada's chirping volley, in every breath taking in a flow of conversation, in 
the hours of quiet in the middle of the night, or in winter's rest of the season's tonali-
ties. Every horizon circles the other by demanding a different span of listening con-
sciousness. 

In other words, the silence in horizon of silence is not just the silence after dying 
sonic presence but must be conceived as the silence of unheard sounds. And there is 
an objective «acoustical» and a subjective «aural» side to this experience. Either a 
sound object does not reach us physically, or we ourselves withdraw our listening at-
tention and let the horizon of silence be constituted by our span of attention. Phe-
nomenologically, unheard sounds are not stocked in some kind of sonic distant and 
hypothetical unconscious but simply do not exist. This is naturally true for those 
sounds that have not yet occurred or have already vanished. 

Our cultural practice with the multiplicity of acoustic horizons within the sound-
scape-as-experienced makes constant attempts to transgress the spatial and temporal 
limits by semantic and symbolic action. Often our listening is framed by external cues 
– e.g., signal sounds from bells, sirens or train passages – that indicate the beginning 
and end of the active daytime. 

One example is foghorns of the 1920s, reported in The Vancouver Soundscape (World 
Soundscape Project, 1978, 19): «We heard them as we went to sleep and again first 
thing in the morning». As biological cycles are capable of mastering the future, cycli-
cal behaviour and recurring events enable us to plan, to infer and to anticipate and 
thereby to structure our everyday world. 

Another example is the sounds of passing trains, which add imaginatively-spatial 
connotations by their provenance and destination; their horn sounds arouse memo-
ries and add biographical temporal depth. 

The idea of the horizon of silence is realized as a variety of acoustic horizons in the 
physical world and in the perceptual world. A phenomenology of the edges of the 
acoustic world has to consider that the physical world which, although with seem-
ingly stable appearance, is constantly transgressed by cultural practices, anticipating 
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the future, offering reminders of the past, representing distant spaces. The horizons of 
our soundscapes are constantly moving and reminding us of the fact that sounds both 
indicate moving sources and are movement themselves. This leads us to a phenome-
nology not of stable or dead objects, but of dynamics in concrete time and concrete 
space. 

 
Tonality 

Schafer's keynote sounds is one of the musical terms introduced in soundscape stud-
ies. This term denotes sounds that «are heard by a particular society continuously or 
frequently enough to form a background against which other sounds are perceived» 
(Truax 1978, 68). This term metaphorizes soundscape as a musical entity, hinting at a 
feature that the variety of actually heard sounds might have in common. When a mel-
ody involves its keynote, its tonal centre might not be sounding yet still be present. 
Similarly, a keynote sound is not a kind of ground according to the gestalt concept (or 
a background in an inadequately visualizing metonymy) but an organizing principle of 
the sounds-as-experienced in a real-world context (Truax 1978, 68). 

When trying to find a German equivalent for keynote sounds I felt that I must avoid 
the corresponding term Grundton from the musical terminology, since Grund denotes 
basis, ground, and is closer to background than keynote; this word would lead to a static 
idea not suggesting the dynamic character of the subject. I therefore proposed tonality 
applied to soundscapes. This word appeared towards the middle of the 19th century 
with approximately the present meaning, identifying a principle of regulating the re-
lations between sounds (Dahlhaus 1980, 51-55). This term gives a direction that neu-
tralizes the static connotation in keynote sound/Grundton. In addition, tonality is close to 
German Stimmung – atmosphere, mood, temperament or tune – a term which bridges the 
musical, technical realm and environmental experience. 

Etymologically, tonality goes back to the Greek tónos, which signifies a rope or link 
between two objects that tend to drift apart, the force of hauling exerted by the rope 
and finally this force itself: the tension necessary for a string to produce sound. Intro-
ducing a concept of tension and distension, tonality signifies primarily relations, not 
objects. Applied to the soundscape, tonality helps solve the odd difficulty that we are 
talking of – viz., the concrete sounding world and its play of relationships. 

Already twenty years ago, Jean-François Augoyard (1978, 161-174) used the terms 
sound climate and tonality when talking about sounds that «give the keynote» in a par-
ticular soundscape. The sonic climate envelopes lived moments in such a way as to 
create within the same physical or social space different sonic universes. Tonality con-
ceived as an open and synthetic term avoids too formal musical-like criteria and 
leaves room for the cultural codes implied or expressed in soundscape elements, con-
taining the values that make soundscapes emotionally pregnant and semantically 
overdetermined. 

 
Phenomenology and soundscape 

As Gernot Böhme (1997, 34) suggests, a phenomenology of nature is only possible 
as a phenomenology of nature-for-us and of the body-self being itself part of nature. 
This is problematizing conventional ecological approaches grounded in the natural 
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sciences. Acoustic horizons and environmental tonalities are always sonic nature-for-
us and inevitably anthropocentric. Frogs will not tell us about their experience of their 
soundscapes; we can infer their experience but only on the basis of our own. 

A term like acoustic ecology has a moral value – preserving pristine sonic environ-
ments, fighting urban noise – but leads to a number of methodological difficulties. 
When proposing a phenomenological approach and terminological tools like acoustic 
horizon or tonality I do not suppose that all difficulties can be solved. I would like to 
assume, however, that, through phenomenological studies, some essential qualities of 
sound can be better assessed: the basic dynamism of the sound world, thehistoricity 
of sonic places, the presence, reminiscence and anticipation functions of the sound-
scape's temporal scope. All these possibilities are hopefully not in false opposition to 
a pretendedly-dominating visual world but complementary to it and allowing us to 
hone our intellectual tools. 
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Justin Winkler 

Listening aesthetics 

In: Archipelago Listening Experiences in Finland, Soundscape, The Journal of 
Acoustic Ecology 2(1) 2001, 23-24. 

 
 
In his introduction to the aesthetics of environment (1995), Arnold Berleant taught me 
that what I have been doing all time with soundwalking can be appropriately termed 
an action of descriptive aesthetics. The label does not alter the content of the listening 
aesthetic practice, so it may be useful, especially in the context of the attempt to create 
new aesthetic paradigms. Listening opens a very direct path into aesthetic engage-
ment. With listening as with other sense modes description is not a merely anecdotic 
narrative task or technique, but a device for appreciative experience. I feel encouraged 
to add one of many dispersed records that were the fruit of private and public exer-
cises of perception and aesthetic assessment. I owe this one to the invitation by the 
Acoustic Environments in Change project (AEC) at Turku University. 
 

Attu Island: Friday to Wednesday, April 13-18, 2001 

Into the Wind 
Arriving at Attu, the most powerful element of the soundscape is wind. Despite 

the power the wind exerts on you-pulling and pushing you, ruffling your hair, chill-
ing your blood, trying to put you to flight-its sound is somehow unobtrusive, and you 
have to listen carefully to really hear it. You stand still, the wind is hitting your ear. 
You alter the noise by turning your head and searching for a better position that 
avoids its characteristic close-up rumble. 

The wind is very cold. You cannot hear the cold. Your feet squeeze the moss softly 
and soundlessly, the dry fallen wood cracks powerfully. The wind whistles in the 
trees of the island: pines and leafless birches. There is a soft broadband noise on the 
far end of the audible here. You notice it best with the sound of a distant plane, with 
its low rumbling which is not contained in the surrounding soundscape. Your hearing 
can deceive you: when you are not attentive enough you can mistake the forest's 
sounds for a plane, or for a distant car, i.e. for other sounds with which you are famil-
iar. 

The impression of the wind's softness is also caused by the way in which its sound 
modulates in the tree tops. It increases and decreases in intensity as well as in timbre, 
creating a sensation of endlessly variable volumes and delicate changes in spatiality. 
Fields of sound appear and disappear in waves, fade in and fade out. Sometimes you 
have cause to anticipate a gale, but all of a sudden that ceases; at other times you ex-
pect the wind to decrease but it continues to increase in waves, here and there. It is 
difficult, if not impossible, to focus on one thing-sound, space, or time-the sound ap-
pears somewhere, with some intensity and a certain timbre, then it vanishes; it reap-
pears somewhere else with a different intensity and different timbre. 
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Heavy wet snow is falling on Easter Sunday. It diminishes the perceivable rever-
beration and thus affects your feeling of spatiality. The studio-like dryness of the 
sound events outside of the house create a muted silence and feelings of isolation. 
Apart from the creaking of the snow under your soles the proximity is silenced. One 
is able to listen in a more undisturbed way to distant sounds. 

Then a loud clank stands out, as the Mielisholm ferry lowers its iron ramp for the 
cars. It sounds alarming when you hear it for the first time. But gradually it becomes a 
familiar sound. A water bird's call comes from the field below or from the shore be-
hind. 

The wind's noise releases memories, recognition. I remember: all coniferous trees 
have this characteristically soft sound, like the low hiss of sublime mountain forests, 
but also the tamarisk's melancholic whisper under a desert's starred sky... In silent 
places you learn quickly to distinguish the sounds of wind in different trees: the aca-
cia sounds are clearly different from the tamarisk, the poplar from the oak, the larch 
from the pine. I remember the ~noise of a small wind funnel in thin dry grass: I was 
listening to it from a rock some twenty meters above ground, listening how it arrived 
through the flat steppe, the movement of the grass blades indicating the sound 
source. 

After a while this overall sound and time pattern sets the tonality of a place. Not 
indicating dangers or other essential information, but simply being there. And at will 
you can drop your attention, relaxing from listening to hearing, and back to listening 
to each moment. As the wind's sounds come and go your aura] perception is coming 
and going. 

 
After the wind 
Tuesday evening it is almost calm. The silence is deafening, my cars ring when I 

leave the house, because they do not detect anything during the first seconds. No dis-
tant soft noise, no horizon, my acoustic space is collapsing. I hear my breathing, my 
intestines working. Very faint bird's voices, a very very faint bark from a dog some-
where far away. Only for the duration of these events does the dusky space around 
me come alive. The wet soil near me is making faint sounds, moved by its humidity. I 
hear my daughter talking endlessly in the wooden house. 

On Wednesday morning, rain knocks softly on the roof. Some birds are conversing 
in lively song, a woodpecker is hammering against the top of an electricity pole, 
seemingly testing the different timbres of the materials. The wood sounds dry and a 
bit muffled compared to the metal cap on top of the pole or the metal supports of the 
insulators, which sound differently in their different parts: from resounding loudly to 
producing a high pitched, dry sound. I listen with fascination how the animal ex-
plores the materials. 

 
Nauvo: Saturday, April 14, 2001 

Half past eleven in the Spar grocery store of Nauvo’s village centre Kyrkbacken. A 
buzzing atmosphere, the freezers rumble, their doors bang, there are voices and chil-
dren's cries. No background music. The caddies clatter, a telephone rings with a bell 
overlaid by a three-tone electronic tune, quickly ascending [g-a-c]. Fifteen minutes 
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later we are at the church and cemetery, where cars can park. Strong cold wind. The 
passing cars have a soft rumble, the gravel rustles under our feet. One and a half year 
old Maks complains, a bird repeats his song ceaselessly. Around noon we are in the 
Boat House Restaurant. A hum from the bar, pop music from loudspeakers. My wife 
Johanna complains about it. The cash register beeps and rattles when the ticket is 
printed. Wine glasses clink. More People enter, our attention shifts from the music to 
their conversations. Through the window 1 see the water shimmering-shivering 
soundlessly in the cold wind under bright sunshine. In the afternoon, shortly after 
two o'clock we walk from the restaurant to the church. The flagless ropes of the flag-
poles are clanking in the gale. Two of six poles have been «silenced», the ropes 
wrapped around them. But a spring-hook bangs incessantly and the entire pole vi-
brates. The buggy's wheels creak on the gravel. 

An electrical hum comes from somewhere, probably from the transformer box op-
posite the cemetery, as I realize later. A plane is passing in high altitude and I search 
for it with my eyes. A flight of crows circles around the church. Behind the church 
Helmi's cell phone rings and the whispers of a conversion start. 

A ferry has arrived, cars flood onto the main road. It obscures the silence on Kyrk-
backen for a while, which is composed of small sounds in a transparent acoustic 
space. 

Over the granite cliff south of Kyrkbacken voices reverberate in the steep escarp-
ment. We are sheltered from the wind and climb on the Northern granite ridge. From 
this summit we hear the afternoon soundscape: its relative quiet, punctuated by the 
high pitched voices of birds, dotted by incidental crow calls, deepened in space by the 
reverberations of a dog's barks, pulsated by the car processions towards Korppoo, the 
wind enveloping everything with its noise, making trees and dry grass audible. On 
the way back to the village a bass sound appears, at first very fuzzy, becoming more 
and more distinct as we walk on. I wonder where it originates, at first imagining an 
idling motor, but then it becomes clear that it is music playing somewhere, sounding 
from the red house. As we walk past the house, it turns out to come from a car radio. 

When I write down my Nauvo sound impressions they are always mingled with 
sunshine and wind. There is no soundmark that stands out. This corresponds with the 
visual impression that you never get an overview of the situation, no panoramic view 
from above. Yet the moment of the arrival - getting out of the car in the cold air and 
noticing the birds's sounds - symbolizes the entire setting of our visit. Impossible an-
ticipation: the relatively inhospitable time of the year and the pulse of the traffic cre-
ated by the ferry's rhythms make me imagine how the island may sound and pulsate 
in summer. 
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Justin Winkler 

Diving into the sonic lifeworld. 
Methodological reminiscences from Swiss 
rural soundscape research 

Lecture at Studia Generalia: Tiede, taide ja ääniympäristö. Suomen Akustisen 
Ekologian Seura, Turun yliopistosta, Musiikkitiede, ja Åbo Akademia, Musikveten-

skap. 25. April 2001. 

 
 
The term «diving» is a metaphor that needs some explanation. It means immersion 
and alludes to a notion of depth. It refers to the sound environment as phenomenally 
being all around us – not just before us– and filling as well space as time. It also refers 
to its quality as medium, not only the physical medium of sound, the air, but the 
sound world as medium, and literally middle between soundmaking and listening, 
concerning the modes of creativity and intentionality. 

I want to introduce as counter-metaphor to immersion the term «symphony». It is 
well known in soundscape studies. In 1913, in his futurist manifesto of the arts of 
noise, the Italian painter Luigi Russolo has used it for designing a composition from 
noises. His allusion to music, even to a particular genre of it, polyphonic orchestral 
symphony, made the term appealing for later generations. It communicated an idea of 
framing the listening when directed to the sounds of the ordinary world. Of course it 
must have been tempting to conceive the city as a symphony and to represent it in 
that way. And later, in the mid-sixties, when soundscape studies emerged, it sug-
gested that musical techniques would enable us to conceptualise the so far irregular 
world of environmental sounds. The photograph that shows Russolo and Piatti in 
their intonarumori-workshop on the cover of R. Murray Schafer's first print of The Tun-
ing of the World of 1977 documents these ideological links. 

If immersion would ideally be impression-based, the musical artwork or composi-
tion would be expression-based. I want to start with this opposition of immersion and 
composition, trying to show the differences in the perception of the sound world, but 
also the complementary character they exhibit. (i) Immersion is the state in which one 
has no overlook, but perception from inside, the ability to hover in a medium and to 
change direction at every moment. It constitutes a world of sound flow. (ii) Composi-
tion is the act of creation, the use of conventional signs such as musical notations, the 
intention to design or re-design the sound world. It constitutes a world of sonic things.  

With respect to research formats we have of course to balance the two aspects, 
which are two sides of the same thing. But we have first to dive in order to find where 
the soundscape of a given place is so to speak stored. This might contradict the com-
mon impression that environmental sounds are ready at hand, in every place at al-
most every time. I contend that different listening modes create different universes 
within one and the same physical acoustic environment (Augoyard 1978). This be-
came a problem for our small geography research group of the universities of Basel 
and Neuchâtel when in 1992 we had to circumscribe the places we wanted to docu-
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ment with the intention to describe the way in which the soundscape is created in the 
perception of their habitants. Statistics and physical setting played a role in determin-
ing larger areas, but for the supposed qualities of a space we had no indications – and 
not really an idea. Were we the first desperately trying to legitimise our choice of vil-
lages and landscapes? With a grid asking for a series of contrasts, such as: periurban – 
rural, lowlands – mountains, German- / French speaking population – we succeeded 
to determine three pairs of villages which our research was then focussed on.(One 
had later to be dropped because our group was too small to cover it in a serious way.) 

With luck and private investments we were finally equipped with recording and 
measuring equipment and wondered how we would «record» the places: where and 
when? When we discovered how much needed to be said about the sounds we were 
increasingly driven into interviewing. This corresponded to diving into the sonic life-
worlds, or perhaps, participating in other people's sound universes. More precisely it 
is about the difference between the listening worlds and the sounding world. 

 

The listening worlds 

Let me start with a example from our work. It is about the quality of continuous 
sound, which I have been investigating in since. Mountain landscapes exhibit to vary-
ing extents the sounds of water. I have been interviewing a farmer woman from the 
prealpine region of Appenzell-Innerrhoden in Eastern Switzerland. Inspired by a lis-
tening assignment which consisted in describing the recording of a quiet environment 
with birdsong and a single tram car passing, she reported of the place where she has 
spent part of her childhood: 
 

There was a waterfall, not higher than a room, than a kitchen, which we heard day 
and night, which we had to get asleep with, but which we needed for that, this 
noise, in order to get asleep. (...) When we had our eyes closed we had to search for 
it, for its sound, and then we could doze off. 

Her family then moved to another house, off this waterfall's sound and she remem-
bers how she has missed this continuous sound. Her ears were desperately searching 
for it – as if she wanted to lean against a sound wall. After marriage she moved to a 
small farm situated high above the valley, far from every running water, in a still 
more perfect silence. Then, following the flow of her imaginative associations, she re-
lated in our conversation: 

For instance when one goes to the alp, up in the Säntis mountain (...) a rivers 
rushes down, you hear it, the Brüelbach, you hear it, and this is again and again 
touching, like in past times. (go03.er141) 

This place high up in the mountains from time to time reminds her of the sound wall 
of her childhood. So she repeats «you hear it», and she uses a dialect word – here ten-
tatively translated with «touching» – which denotes a «feeling like to be at home» and 
evokes a emotionally rich situation. 

In the literature of the 1950s we find an interesting phenomenology of the process 
of falling asleep, by J. Linschoten. The individual comes to a rest in his landscape, and 
therefore Linschoten inverts the formula by saying that «the landscape is falling 
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asleep». The aural perception is shifting from the external spatial setting to the inter-
nal spaces of sensing which occupy large parts of our soundscapes. The woman re-
members herself as the girl she has been, which abandons awakeness and vision, 
drifting with her listening into the space of the river valley represented by the sound 
cloud of the waterfall. Phenomenologically speaking the girl's listening did not go out 
to the valley, but dived into the noise of the water – a noise which is partly an impene-
trable wall, a definite acoustic horizon, partly a fog, symbolizing the water, always 
there but incessantly flowing. 

The sounds of the water I am talking about here are not the picturesque murmur-
ing of a brook or the rhythmical flapping of small waves on a shore, but the constant 
surrounding noise. It brings specialized local listening into existence. I call it tentatively 
the «local ear», but it can also be termed «professional listening»: the capacity due to 
constant, lifeworldly training, to discriminate, to relate to relevant situations and to 
act on acoustic phenomena. Professional listening can be found in the echo whistling 
of captains, the axis control by railway workers, in the smiths', the motor mechanics', 
the watchmakers' workshop, or the farmer's weather assessment. 

 

The sounding world 

In our research methodology it was quite normal that from the start we wanted to 
use objectivizing methods and devices, in short, recording and measuring technology 
directed towards the sounding world. We wanted to find the one physical sonic space 
that would contain the many listening worlds. Three points have to be made: 

 
 
I 

One use of electroacoustic technology was the mentioned listening assignment, 
conceived according to the écoute réactivée method by the researchers at Grenoble's 
Centre de recherche sur l'espace sonore. The presentation of a «framed» but otherwise not 
altered one-minute recording from an environmental situation to our interlocutors 
served as an introduction into the topic of soundscape, quite unfamiliar to most of 
these people; this is paradoxically due to the fact that the lived soundscape is too fa-
miliar. It is at the same time a basis for imaginative remembering, for a kind of «pre-
sent tense imagination» («präsentische Imagination»): an aural imagination which 
brings back to the present past experiences, essentially as biographical situations. The 
quality of listening to sonic settings is the present; their sequential nature implies that 
as soon as they are achieved, as soon as the sound has gone, it has become memory 
and silence. This re-presentation is at the same time helping our interviewees to find 
the objects we want them to talk about and to find the words for doing so. Both per-
formances are not at all a matter of course. 

 
II 

The other use is, of course, the documentation of acoustic situations. Here elec-
troacoustics have the capacity which notational systems do not have, to reproduce 
with a certain accuracy concrete situations. But everybody involved in recordings of 
some kind has become aware that the recording device is transporting its own aes-
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thetics. Audio engineers have mostly the kind of in vitro aesthetics derived from mu-
sic and speech reproduction, where they search for unchanging relations between 
sound and silence, between figure and ground, signal and noise. However, sound-
scape is a constantly changing setting, where ground and figure – notions derived 
from the visual field – are all the sudden inverted, where signals fuse with noise and 
noise can become a signal. The technological recording set is not really objective in the 
sense scientists might want it to be. There is too much irreducible real-world in a 
soundscape recording. 

 
III 

We might recur to a more thoroughly, even brutal reduction: to sound pressure 
level measurements. We did this as well and it helped us visualize the outline of a 
day'sacoustic envelope. But we have to be constantly aware of the reductionist charac-
ter of this kind of procedure. Please keep that in mind when looking at these repre-
sentations of 24-hour-profiles of several place in Switzerland. 

Here I am coming back to the sound wall and sound cloud: The farmer woman 
which told us her childhood listening reminiscences lives in a place high above the 
valley, silent, without noise of running water. At night (in spring) the valley of Gonten 
is extremely silent: around 4 am, in the early morning, the minima of 20 dBA repre-
sent an impressive, almost threatening silence. There is virtually no noise. Compare 
this with the suburban place Arlesheim, near Basel in Northwestern Switzerland, 
where also 26 dBA minima are reached at this time of the morning; or with the ex-
tremely traffic-loaden road in the city of Berne, where minima around 23 dBA occur. 
We notice that here, at least for the span of the daily rhythmicities, the rural-urban di-
chotomy does not really work; perhaps there is an other, more immediate and threat-
ening dichotomy at work – day-night – as geographer Luc Bureau (1997, 129s.) has 
outlined. 

Let us compare this with two settings from the mountains. Both valleys, Bagnes in 
the Valais high alps and Safien in the Grisons alps are dominated by the constant 
noise of rivers. In these summer recordings the daily cycle of the hamlet of Bagnes-
Lourtier reaches minima of around 43 dBA (median 44 dBA). The same is true for the 
hamlet of Safien-Camana, where the lower intensity is due to the greater distance of 
the recording sport from the river: the minima are around 31 dBA (median 32 dBA). 
This means, that people in these places live in a constant envelope of broad band 
noise. How do they cope with this? The example of the farmer woman has shown 
how this seemingly anonymous noise can take on quite distinct meanings for the in-
dividual. There is more than habituation at work which is presumed to remove this 
noise from conscious perception: the informational redundancy creates an interesting 
openness for symbolization and interpretation. This is a basis for the creation of no-
tions of spatial and historical differences. 

 

Spatial and historical differentiations 

The people living in Lourtier have not really an acoustic image of the Dranse river. 
They usually commented like this:No, no, one does not hear. Well, once one has heard 

the Dranse, but one got accustomed.» («Non, non, on n'entend pas. Oh, une fois on 
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entendait la Dranse, mais on se faisait à ce bruit.») 

Their memory retains not the ordinary but the extraordinary events, the thunder of 
the high water, the overflow of the banks, the damages, the fear. They are also well 
aware that when in summer they go the mayen huts which is situated closer to the riv-
erbanks, they will not be able to sleep during the first there. They recall also the thun-
derstorm in the high mountains or the opening of the dam which cause a sudden 
swelling of the river and makes them ask, like this octogenarian former cow herds-
man: 

«Then one listens and wonders what is going on today?» («Alors on entend et 
on se dit qu'est-ce qu'il y a aujourd'hui?» 

There occurs a shift from hearing to listening, from immersion to readiness. The 
man's remark is situated in a biographical memory and belongs irreversibly to his-
tory: today the sudden high waters of the Dranse are quite exceptional events when 
compared the time before the construction of the hydro power dam upriver at Mau-
voisin in 1951-1958. The old cow herdsman recalls well how the river was before that: 
«awfully», «terribly» noisy, and this historical before contains interpretations of the 
seasonal variation of the river's noise, interpretations anchored in the local ear's ca-
pacity to qualify new information in terms of past events. The wording in written 
sources of the 19th century recall the imaginative power of listening to the river's 
noise, which was perceived as roaring in the gorges, as sounding like thunder, even 
talking of voices and shouts that remind of past furores. (Deslarzes-May et al. 2000, 
176) 

Formerly, the river was at its lowest acoustic presence when in fall rain, snow and 
ice were starting to freeze in high altitude. Today in spring, when the artificial lake is 
filled with the water from melting snow, the river remains, contrary to its hypotheti-
cal natural water volume, small and the waters from the valley's slopes become more 
present: they are differentiated in torrents (wild affluents), reuses (glacier drains), ruis-
seaux (brooks), chutes (waterfalls), cascades (rapids). 

In spite of its high discrimination performance the local ear can be a quite subcon-
scious function. I contend that indigenous people have achieved a certain general ori-
entation in the valley using the filtering effects of the broad band noise by the topog-
raphical features such as boulders, ridges, trees or buildings. The overall noise sounds 
distinctively different in intensity and timbre when you hear it e.g. from behind a 
house. In a silent place these spatial features would be acoustically inexistent. When 
walking through a forest this kind of noise creates a spatial depth which otherwise 
would not be perceived. 

The example of the Bagnes valley tells us how soundscapes are as well spatially as 
temporally extended and how a seemingly anonymous and constant noise is able to 
indicate places and times and at the same time to signify them. 

 

Musical interpretations 

After these excursions into local worlds I want to assess an interesting attempt to in-
terpret the noise of water in the mountains. In 1874 the Swiss geologist Albert Heim 
has published an article with the title «The tones of the waterfalls». He considered 
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waterfalls as «harmonic noises (...), where certain tones predominate others with a 
vacillating presence. They can be focussed by a trained listener.» (209) After having 
conducted a series of field observations with the help of his brother, a musician, and a 
colleague of the latter, he found the phenomenon intersubjectively corroborated. It re-
sulted a chord, which was essentially in -major, but with a f basis which gives it a 
harmonic ambiguity. He notes that this chord it exhibits a character of seeming dis-
tance and that especially the F could be heard from great distances, «from behind a 
mountain ridge or thick forest, where the other sounds can no longer be perceived». 
(210) 

 

Heim was so surprised how similar all waterfalls sounded in this respect, that he 
thought at first of a perceptive artefact and repeated the field observations. However, 
the result with more people without former knowledge of his hypothesis was the 
same. His brother has written down the chord of fourteen waterfalls and derived 
from this the «ideal» chord F-C-E-G. This «chord of the waterfalls» has had a long ca-
reer, it was know by hearsay also by Russolo and mentioned in his «Art of noise» 
manifesto. Albert Heim's son Arnold Heim confirmed fifty years later, [1929], his fa-
ther's observations at the upper Yangtse, when his Minya Gongkar-expedition team 
was going down a steep and impressive 1500m-escarpment into the deep river valley. 
Listening to the river's noise as he approached it he had a musical imagination: 

«We were surrounded by fog, and you could see nothing except your neighbour 
(...), a dull rumbling constantly increasing in intensity until the wild yellow-
brownish river appeared, wedged in between the narrow rocks. (...) The event of 
this day's enormous descent was impressed in my inner ear by a gamut which still 
today resonates, as an indelible dream.» (1933, 34f.) 

In this report two immersion experiences coincide – the fog and the sound – charac-
terised by the overall dreamlike character. Heim has translated this into musical nota-
tion which, despite the remark «atonal» follows quite classical harmonic rules. 
 

 

Arnold Heim did not want or aim at assessing his father's hypothesis, but to find 
more proves for its universal validity. Nobody has in fact been looking for a falsifica-
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tion, and the observation has been widely reproduced as a «fact», until in 1982 Ger-
man audio engineer Benedikt Bitzenhofer checked the Heim's interpretation with to-
day's methods, involving recordings and frequency analyses of waterfalls, and listen-
ing experiments. His results are thoroughly negative. The frequency analyses did not 
show anything that could be referred to tonal qualities, and the test person's tonal 
impressions from recorded waterfall noise or synthetic pink noise did not show pref-
erences of certain pitches – except the a' 440 Hz with the music students... What can 
be heard from the waterfalls is so to speak imagined. 

With Heim's attempt to transfer the water's sounds into notation the transition be-
tween the immersion and the symphony soundscape model is evoked. The sound-
scape is musically reconstituted – as it could be verbally, onomatopoetically. Diving 
into the sonic lifeworld means always not passive reception or perception but active 
search for information and reproduction. Therefore I want to close with an imagina-
tive example. In a valley parallel to Safien, these recordings have been made on wax 
rolls in 1938, which hint at the «local ear» but also, as you will hear, the «local voice» 
of the soundscape: people on the Heinzenberg imitating the church bells of different 
villages of the Northern Grisons. 
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Justin Winkler 

Soundscape studies: 
outlines of a growing research field 

Conference at Soundscape studies: outlines of a growing research field. iasa Jour-
nal 13, 1999, 7-13. (Annual Conference of the International association of Sound 

Archives IASA. Paris, 18. November 1998.) 
 

 

When talking about soundscapes defined as environments cultivated by man it is 
hard, if not impossible, to talk of well-defined archives. Every person active in this 
field has a personal sound archive. My hypothesis is that this is due to the particular 
structure of research on soundscapes and the impossibility of a consistent classifica-
tion of environmental sounds at large. 
 

Centres of research 

In order to comment this situation I have to make some definitory statements. In 
the last twenty year a growing awareness for sonic environments has been observed 
which goes beyond bioacoustics. It is accompanied by of new or renewed attempts to 
integrate sense experience into scientific approaches, such as phenomenology and 
aesthetics, and thereby to oppose conventional reductionism. 

Some single «precursors» of soundscape research in the 19th century, but espe-
cially, up to the 1930s, by German psychologist Willy Hellpach and Finnish geogra-
pher Johan Gabriel Granö have tried to consider the sonic environment within the 
larger scope of a scientific environmental interest. Their work has partly been remem-
bered in the second half of the century. 

The so far the most focussed activities that led to systematic scientific approaches 
go back to the 1960s and 70s. When teaching at the 1965 newly founded Simon Fraser 
University in British Columbia composer and musicologist R. Murray Schafer started 
the «World Soundscape Project» WSP (1970-1975). In 1979 was created the «Centre de 
recherche sur l'espace sonore» CRESSON in Grenoble by philosopher and urbanist 
Jean-François Augoyard. 

Activities with less institutional continuity are recorded in 1968-69 in the planning 
and architecture department at the Massachusetts Institute for Technology MIT (Mi-
chael Southworth), 1984 in «Espaces Nouveaux» (Louis Dandrel), since 1987 at the 
«Laboratoire d'acoustique et musique urbaines» LAMU (Pierre Mariétan) in Paris, and 
since 1990 at the planning department of the Universität/Gesamthochschule Kassel 
(Detlev Ipsen). In the 1990s research is done at Folk Studies Department of University 
of Tampere (Helmi Järviluoma), Geography Department of University of Basel (Justin 
Winkler), and in the interdisciplinary research program Mensch-Umwelt-
Beziehungen of University of Oldenburg (August Schick, Wolfgang Nitsch et al.). 

Parallel with these attempts to create systematic approaches a number of punctual 
work in the zone between science, arts and broadcast can be tracked. Despite efforts 
to create sonological curricula, musicological and musical institutions are practically 
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absent. A great number of graduate, master and doctoral theses have been written in 
various disciplines which did not find their way out to the public sphere. 

 

Tools: technology and terminology 

Both visual and sonic environments have their respective documentary technolo-
gies: photography and recording. As always, technology and representation, e.g. the 
ways and habits of looking and listening, shape the technology and are in turn 
shaped by it. Although recording technology is in principle well developed and has 
become very mobile compared with the situation 40 years ago, it is less easy to handle 
and therefore less popular than photographical technology. Paradigmatically the as-
sociations of audio amateurs, which are usually very centred on technological aspects, 
are about to transform into video-audio associations. Moreover, the use of recording 
devices for documentaries of the wider sonic environments is quite rare, music and 
speech being the predominant topics. No wonder that, compared with documents 
about speech and music, no systematic corpus of soundscape recordings has so far 
emerged. 

But what means «systematic» in this respect? I order to answer this question I have 
to examine terms and notions of sonic environments and to ask if approaches to 
document them exhibit a particular structure. 

The term «soundscape», as used in this context, excludes all kind of artistic and 
commercial connotations which are extremely widespread. As a terminus technicus 
«soundscape» has been coined and used in the late sixties independently by R. 
Murray Schafer (1986/1967) at the WSP and Michael Southworth (1969) at MIT. 
«Soundscape» is an artificial word which plays on the similitude of «sound» and 
«land». In French it has been translated by «paysage sonore», in German by «Klang-
landschaft». In the given context it denotes the overall sonic environment, natural and 
humanized as well, the physical presence of sounds and their connotation beyond the 
present – for instance sound memories (Winkler 1997a). The limits, the horizons of a 
soundscape differ in fundamental ways from those of a visual landscape, since sound 
is related to time, movement and meaning which together create a notion of space 
which is characteristically different from the visual one. (Winkler 1997b) 

In order to document a soundscape one has to investigate into both the physical 
appearance – the one which one can actually record – and the cultural presence – the 
one which one has to work out by interviewing people who live in it and contribute to 
it. In short, one is compelled to consider both the «outer», physical, objective appear-
ance, and the «inner», subjective, cultural manifestation of it. 

Approaching soundscape from two opposite directions means that any «system-
atic» documentation has to cope from the start with enormous complexity and has to 
spend considerable time in order to achieve an adequate representation of sequences 
and cycles which constitute it. This is also why recording a «soundscape», and not 
merely producing «acoustic postcards», is so rarely achieved, and why archiving sin-
gle sound events is far from documenting soundscapes. 
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Aesthetic barriers 

Often a preference for single, acoustically isolated events represents a fundamental 
aesthetic obstacle for systematic soundscape documentaries. I call it – polemically – a 
«sound engineer's aesthetics», but it is a widespread attitude in all naïve sound hunt-
ing: the world imagined as a studio where all sound occur unmixed. In folksong field 
research I became aware how acoustic «dirt» around the recorded songs prevented 
researchers from accepting a given situation without prejudice. In the fifties it was not 
only the difficult handling of the recorders which led to recordings in acoustically as 
well as socially isolated backrooms, but also an idea of staging the acoustic expression 
by isolating it. In the meantime the individual singing has been relieved by choir sing-
ing which realizes exactly this ideal of a purged medium, of an acoustically clean 
space between disciplined singers and equally disciplined listeners. 

In June 1992, during a presentation of folksong recordings from the early forties in 
the Val d'Hérens in the Alps of Valais (Switzerland) we were allowed to record the re-
sulting talk and singing of the people present. The joyful singing did not care for 
cleanliness, neither in intonation nor with respect to surrounding noises. One can hear 
the noises of wine-bottles and glasses, steps, chairs, chat, laughter. There is acoustic 
competition: several attempts to start a new song are drowned in the general drone. 
This recording exhibits a human soundscape, it is «music as environment». 

«Music as environment» (Westerkamp 1988, 1990) is the inversion of Schafer's and 
other's concept of «environment as music». Early in this century futurist painter Luigi 
Russolo has called for an active treatment of environmental sound as a symphony. 
However, in his treatise «Arte dei Rumori» (1916) the word «symphony» occurs 
mainly in the glorification of the sounds of war, with the one exception of the «sym-
phony» of the sounds of the sea. There were high expectations on the composer's tools 
as for the description and transformation of a noisy environment into a composition. 
Unfortunately environmental and social aesthetics of this kind have been best 
achieved in the Third Reich and remind us substantially of their dangerous potential. 

Whilst the recording of social singing would be relatively easy to classify within 
conventional categories such as «folksong», it becomes much more difficult with re-
spect to its soundscape aspect. Not only becomes the description or transcription in-
creasingly difficult if not impossible, but also questions concerning the reasons for 
this gathering are raised: Why were people interested in listening to old recordings 
from their valley? How does the noisy situation of the gathering relate to the percep-
tion of the world outdoors, the mountains and their silence? What has it to do with 
the tourism from which this valley lives, and in turn with its identity? 

 
Focussing concepts 

The question of the acoustic identity of a place has been one of the main strands of 
research in soundscape studies. The results of the Canadian team was the concept of 
«soundmark» and «keynote sound» of a soundscape. (Schafer 1977, Truax 1978) 
«Soundmark», denoting the outstanding acoustic features of a place, is an analogy to 
«landmark» and can be translated by «emblème sonore» or «Klangwahrzeichen». 
«Keynote sound» is derived from musical terminology and presupposes that a sound-
scape has a kind of fundamental. It describes the overall acoustic character of a place, 
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in particular the relation of background and signal sounds. In order to avoid the too 
strong musical connotation it has to be translated by «tonalité» or «Tonalität». (Faust 
et al. 1995) The World Soundscape Project has realized the first «collection» of 
soundmarks, published on the disk accompanying his «Vancouver Soundscape» 
study of 1973. The juxtaposition of the characteristic signal sounds of Vancouver in a 
3-minute-composition (Schafer 1978/1974, LP 1977/CD 1997) «The music of horns and 
whistles» exhibits a sonic bestiary of the harbour metropolis. 

Bells are the European counterpart of the whistles and horns of the Pacific coast. 
Despite the different acoustic appearance of blown and struck sounds these have a 
common function in the respective Western and Eastern soundscapes as time indica-
tors and pacemakers. The «local ear» adapts to the apparent quality of a sound, to the 
timbre of a whistle or bell, not only as dependent from the distance of the listener to 
the church or office tower and from the wind distorting the travelling sound, but 
really as creating this distance in perception. Sound creates space. 

Moreover a blowing whistle or ringing bell is sending a message whose content is 
encoded and decoded by the local or regional culture, mostly referring to the normal 
temporal order and its exceptions, like alerts. Sound creates time. 

What I call the «local ear» is therefore a cultural, not a natural fact. The local ear in-
tegrates the objective and the subjective side of environmental sounds. The physical 
and the cultural aspects of a sound are always connected by human action and the 
possibility that sounds can disappear, can be created, can be approved or disap-
proved. Precisely this interconnection has been approached by the CRESSON in 
Grenoble. Their attention is directed towards the acoustic world «in situ» instead of a 
lab simulation, and their credo is an strict interdisciplinarity which conducts all re-
search by connecting physical sciences with social sciences and psychology. 

 

Temporal reframing 

Recording technology compels us to choose a time frame for every setting, but it 
also enables us to reframe different and distant temporal settings and to juxtapose 
them. This implements interactive methods in social soundscape research like the 
«écoute réactivée». (Augoyard 1978, Somers 1997) Soundscape «archaeology» would 
be of no interest if there was not an application for investigations in the quality and 
handling of present-time situations. Some recordings by the WSP preserve sounds of 
West Coast foghorns which have since disappeared. In the case of Point Atkinson's 
diaphone the publication of «Vancouver Soundscape» might at last have had a result: 
in 1996 North Vancouver district council decided «to retain the foghorn and Edward-
ian fittings of the Point Atkinson light station, 'in order that future generations are not 
severed from their past'». (Graham 1996) 

Maintaining a soundmark for the sake of local identity is one possibility. But re-
corded documents enable us also to listen to the extent of change of a soundscape's 
tonality in the course of time. The Vancouver study has been redone in 1996, 23 years 
after the original research. A Finnish research group is about to redo a documentation 
of five European villages from 1975. (Vancouver Soundscape 1996, Schafer 1977/1975) 
Here I am picking out the case of Liverpool Street Station in London. I was able to 
redo a 1975 recording by the WSP in 1992, when the renovations and restructuring of 
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the station building has been completed. The tonality of the seventies, with their hus-
tling-bustling noises, bangs of wagon doors and a reverberating p.a. voice is strik-
ingly different from that of the early nineties, where steady-state sounds of transfor-
mators fill the acoustic space and represent a strong filter for all sounds of human 
presence. Even the p.a. voice, focussed to the platforms, is drowned. Apart from the 
changes in the structure of the building the railway technology has changed, giving 
train movements a different acoustic shape. This sensible aspect of the transformation 
of our technical environment has impacts on other domains of our lives, imported by 
household machines deep into the private sphere. 

Listening to juxtapositions of past and present like this produce an aesthetic shock. 
By making audible discontinuities, electroacoustic technology enables us to unveil 
everyday aesthetic attitudes and assumptions. The gap between the two states has to 
be filled by explanations and interpretations. The case of the railway station could il-
lustrate the «on/off»-modulations of the electronic era with its steady-state sounds, in 
contrast to the preceding mechanical era with a variety of sound related to accelera-
tion or slowing down. Of course the term «variety» already leads to a value judge-
ment which might be questionable. 

 

Cyclical structures 

Not only historical, long-past sound are of interest. Different landscapes or city-
scapes exhibit characteristic modulations between minimum and maximum acoustic 
activity during a day or through the seasons. First attempts to represent acoustic days 
have been made in the seventies by the WSP in Mission B.C. and Cembra (Italy). In a 
research project we have also been interested in making them audible in order to 
compare different sites. Notice that the dB(A) SPL-figures are higly reductive and do 
not reproduce the actual acoustical richness of these soundscapes. I call the result 
«sound cartography»: sound files which miniaturize every 24 hour cycle into 9 min-
utes. The results encourage us to deepen our knowledge about these rhythms in an-
other research project. 

The diagram (p. 17= makes visible what here cannot be presented in sound – al-
though some of the sound cartographies are available on compact disk (Tageslauf 
Lourtier, CD 1995). The L90 percentile sound level meters – e.g. the level reached in 
90% of measurement time – it represents the aspect of «ground» noise of the re-
cordings sites. Two distinct types of soundscapes can be easily distinguished. Firstly: 
the urban (Berne), peri-urban (Arlesheim) and rural (Gonten) one show «spring-and-
traffic» features. After a very silent night the acoustic activity, led by birdsong and 
taken over by traffic raises at a quick pace. The autumn measurement in another peri-
urban site (Marin) was impaired by dysfunction of the SPL meter; still it can be ob-
served that the acoustic dawn in autumn is less accentuated than in spring. Secondly: 
the two high mountain summer soundscapes (Lourtier, Safien) show strikingly differ-
ent cyclical features. In both valleys the continuous noise of a river shapes the acoustic 
«ground», which varies only through a thermic thunderstorm in the case of Lourtier. 

The archive for every final 9 minute document consists of an average of 4:30 hours 
of recordings. These enormous amounts are quite typical for genuine soundscape 
documentaries and cause also considerable problems for storage and conservation. 
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Conclusion 

In conclusion want to redirect our attention to the essential complexity of sound-
scape issues which emerges (I) from the combination of natural and cultural elements 
and (II) from the necessity to consider it objectively and subjectively at the same time. 
The aim to document soundscapes adequately is reflected by the synthetic rather than 
analytic character of terms like «soundscape» and «tonality». Soundscape studies 
have still to develop their interdisciplinary methodological tools in order to be able to 
catch more than acoustic postcards. It is only within this improvement that new per-
spectives for storage and use of soundscape documents can evolve. 

 
 

Diagram: 24-hour acoustic cycles of six Swiss soundscapes. Recordings were accom-
panied by sound pressure level measurements; here represented L90 («ground 
noise») in dB(A). The rural summer soundscapes of Lourtier (21.7. 1992) and Safien 
(21.8. 1993) are situated in a high mountain valley with constant river noise. The rural 
soundscape of Gonten (11.5. 1993) is situated in the Pre-Alps, with railway and a ma-
jor road in the valley. The spring soundscapes of Arlesheim (5.5. 1993) and Marin (8.9. 
1992) are situated at the periphery of urban centres, the early summer soundscape 
from Berne (26.5. 1998) was recorded in the backyards of houses along a street with 
heavy traffic. 
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Justin Winkler 

Memory and the sound of the place: 
Approaches to the past within the present 

Conference at Congrès international d'écologie sonore, Paris-Royaumont, le 3 août 

1997: «Memory and the sound of the place – Approaches to the past within the 
present» = «La mémoire et le son du lieu – approches au passé à travers le pré-

sent» (= «Minnet och ljudet från platser. Om der förgångna närvarande i nuet». 

Nytt om ljud, Nyhetsbref från Ljudrådet 4/1998, 5-7. Stockholm.) 
 

 

I want to contribute to the aspects of acoustic memory in relation to a culturally and 
socially defined place – in short to the construction of the lifeworld. Therefore I am not 
talking only of language or music, but of all surrounding sounds which could be la-
belled «un-subjugated» sounds. From the perspective of official heritage management 
which is still oriented towards the conservation of material monuments, sound was 
always considered as too accessory, too transitory, even as a thread to the continuity 
of memory and history. I contend that, on the contrary, by its process nature, sound 
illustrates best how memory works, and how the past can appear within the present. 

You will notice that the notion of place due to this approach is foremost phenome-
nological. The material of my analyses are not outdoor recordings, but interviews 
with people living within and through their respective soundscapes, interviews real-
ized during research done in human geography and musicology. The essential prob-
lem is the capability to express past hearing events in the present. Most of our inter-
viewees met the difficulty of expressing adequately the qualities of their sensations, 
and some writers were as well aware of it and worked hard on it. Let me remind you 
that the World Soundscape Project, by establishing a file of quotations from literature, 
has twenty years ago contributed to the knowledge of written evidence of the sound 
lifeworld. With these documents we have to work hermeneutically; interpretation and 
analysis of an interview have to ask about the status of the expression, about the struc-
ture of reality which it exposes. Let us take the first example. 

«There was barely enough light for reading yet a sensation of the splendour of 
light revealed itself to me through the beats of Camus' hammer coming from the 
street (having been told by Françoise that my aunt did not 'rest' and that there 
noise could be produced) as it fell on dusty boxes, but resounding in the sonic at-
mosphere characteristic to hot days, like a sparkle of far-off scarlet stars; and also 
by the flies which presented before me their miniature concert, providing a sum-
mer-time's chamber music; it does not evoke it in the manner of a tune of human 
music, which is heard by chance during the fine season and afterwords reminds 
you of it; rather it is united with the summer by a link of a higher degree of neces-
sity: born from the fine days, reborn only with these, filled with a portion of their 
essence, it is not only recalling their image in our memory, but certifies their re-
turn, their actual, ambient, immediately accessible presence.» 

Marcel Proust, In search for the lost time (1913, transl. J.W.) 
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This is the description of a summer afternoon in Combray, as experienced by Proust 
in his childhood. The listening perspective is one of a shadowy fresh room, where the 
bright summer atmosphere is perceived acoustically. The hammer beats produce sy-
naesthetic phenomena: scarlet sparks. Here we have not causal but referential rela-
tionships between the phenomena. Proust contends that memory is not a voluntary 
mode of consciousness: things or situations to be remembered must find a counter-
part in the present in order to be reactivated. Thus this is not a memory trace or im-
print – like the melody which he refers to – but like playing a total recording. 

Proust's stance is radical, but this radicality opens a way to an understanding of 
the nature of sonic space, i.e. to the temporal-spatial perception of our surroundings. 
It is radical in that the entirety of the remebered situation is not symbolized or trig-
gered by a key event, but reappears as it were life-size. It is a bodily experience, and 
with this existential idea of memory it is far away from any idea our so-called infor-
mation society has of memory. More often than this type of total recall, just a part of 
the memorized situation functions as a symbol or key which discloses an idea of the 
past setting; there the completeness or presentic character in Proust's sense is not 
given. 

I said that a symbol does not give completeness or presentic character in Proust's 
sense : this is illustrated by an example from Nikolai Gogol's Mirgorod from 1835. 
There this very visual writer describes the singing and creaking sounds of the door's 
hinges in the house of an old couple in the Ukrainian countryside, in a rural world 
which was about to disappear at the moment of the visit of the narrator. 

«When here in town I hear by chance a door creak, suddenly the village, the coun-
tryside appears before me, the sitting-room with its low ceiling, illuminated by a 
candle in an old-fashioned candlestick, the table set for supper, the dark May night 
peering through the open window, the quivering voice of a nightingale flooding 
the garden, the house and in the distance the river, the uncanny noises in the 
branches... My God, what a long series of reminiscences well up!» 

Nikolai Gogol, Mirgorod (1835, transl. J.W.) 

The hinges' sounds are the symbol and trigger for impressions which the narrator has 
made a long time ago. In the last period he says «What a long series of reminis-
cences», thus pointing at the nature of his description: the manner he expresses his 
memories is not the simultaneity of a unique situation Proust is hinting at. This mem-
ory is a sequence of various situations taken together, subject to the writer's model-
ling, where, notwithstanding Gogol's mastery, everything arrives somehow indirectly 
and is disembodied, is «before» him rather that «all around» like in the example from 
Proust. 

 

Conclusions 

1. Phenomenologically speaking memory is essentially autobiographical and existen-
tial. A host of heterogeneous sources of sounds from the outer world are combined 
and melted in a person's biographical horizons and make up a place in his life-
world. There are as many sonic universes as there are people. 

2. If, thanks to synaesthetic synergies, sound is more consistently memorized than vi-
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sion, but less easily recalled, this is because formal linguistic or musical expression 
is basically incapable of rendering adequately the sensation of a situation of a per-
sonal lifeworld. 

3. Sound memories melt trough synaesthetic processes into «atmospheres», all-
encompassing recalls which transcends the borders attributed to the senses. These 
atmospheres belong to the realm of body-self experience and refer to the existential 
horizons. 

 

Three possible Consequences 

Given the many personal sound universes we should refrain from any «objective» 
approach to the sound heritage, aesthetic conservationism without functional bases. 

Possible «subjective» practices are double-edged: on the one hand, any attempt to 
catch and represent soundscapes, e.g. by musical notation, destroys the essentially 
private character of the sound lifeworlds; on the other hand every attempt in this di-
rection increases auditory awareness and competence and thus modifies the life-
world. 

Given the existential character of soundscape and its essential link with the pas-
sage of time, any awareness of it nourishes in modern society with its materialist ori-
entation the fear of transitoriness. This is the basis for a constant temptation to adopt 
«objective» approaches – archiving, musealising, «saving» – and to create lasting 
structures which contradict the processual nature of sound. 
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Justin Winkler 

Paesaggi sonori: 
Valenze estetiche e sociali dell'ambiente acustico 

Conference at Centro cultura contemporanea 'Container', Firenze, June 7, 
1993 

 

 

The anonymity of the distant 

Swiss sociologists Hans-Peter Meier-Dallach and Hanna Meier introduced a recent 
talk with the image of the perspective from a glider, soaring above a town. As a geog-
rapher I could be fascinated by this view from the air. Everything becomes reduced to 
forms and patterns, well-known objects appear in a different light. Meier then in-
structs the imaginary pilot of the glider to close his eyes and to listen. And suddenly 
the colours of the visual image turn into the mixture of a fuzzy noise, the entire im-
pression takes on the anonymity of distance. 

Hearing is characterized by a spectacular range of sensibility, from almost silent to 
very loud sounds, from close-up to distant events. If sight needs minimum distance to 
achieve a luminous impression, and it is based anthropologically and mentally on the 
paradigm of distance, hearing applies rather to proximity. Let me begin farther back, 
in the beginning of the nineteenth century, where Johann Gottfried Herder has been 
exploring the phenomenology of hearing in Kalligone (3.5, _121f): «Vielmehr, da es 
das Amt des Gehörs ist, uns Successionen, nicht Coexistenzen, Progressionen, nicht 
Continua des Raums, Bewegung, nicht Stillstand zu geben: so wird auch sein Erhabnes 
nur durch diese lebendige Wirkung. Das stillhorchende Ohr wird eine Pforte erhabner 
Empfindungen, indem es uns mit Einem Viel mächtig giebt, aber auf eine ihm ange-
messene, dem Auge verborgene geistige Weise.» 

Without entering the discussion on the sublime which Herder carries on in this 
paragraph we grasp his statement about the ear. It appears as the very live, as the 
spiritual, as the genuinely fluid mode of perception. The simile of the ear as a gate is 
based on the assumption of a spiritual interior, the soul, and an external nature. Her-
der indeed considers hearing as an in-between, as the middle of the human senses: 
«Das Gehör ist der mittlere der menschlichen Sinne, an Sphäre der Empfindbarkeit 
von Aussen. Das Gefühl empfindet alles nur in sich, und in seinem Organe; das Ge-
sicht wirft uns grosse Strecke aus uns hinaus; das Gehör steht an Graden der Mit-
theilbarkeit in der Mitte.» (Herder 1982 II (1827), 73) 

For Herder the sensory modes feeling, hearing, and sight are related to the inner 
and outer bodily space. Hearing communicates to both sides and balances the un-
evenness caused by the specific action of sight and feeling: «Das Gefühl würkt alles 
auf einmal in uns hin, es regt unsere Seiten stark, aber kurz springend; das Gesicht 
stellt uns alles auf einmal vor und schreckt also den Lehrling durch die unermessliche 
Tafel des Nebeneinander ab.» (1982 II, 141) Hearing, according to Herder, introduces 
the performance of time, succession and progression, to achieve the humanization of 
the senses: «Durchs Gehör, sehet, wie uns die Lehrmeisterin der Sprache schonet! Sie 
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zählt uns nur einen Ton nach dem anderen in die Seele, gibt und ermüdet nie, gibt 
und hat immer mehr zu geben (...).» (ibid.) This humanization is ultimately represen-
sented by the language paradigm, since for Herder the ear ist not just a passive recipi-
ent for language, but «der erste Lehrmeister der Sprache» (1982 II, 127). He also com-
pares our aural language with the imaginable languages of the other senses: «Setzet 
ein Geschöpf (...) dem das Gefühl der Hauptsinn wäre: (...) so wird es sich vielleicht, 
wie das Insekt, ein Gewebe, aber nicht durch Töne eine Sprache bauen! Wiederum ein 
Geschöpf, ganz Auge: (...) Seine Sprache (wir haben davon keinen Begriff) würde eine 
Art unendlich feiner Pantomime, seine Schrift eine Algebra durch Farben und Striche 
werden (...).» (1982 (1827), 73)  

The characterization of the senses by Herder leads me to establish a tentative set of 
spatial metaphors for sight and hearing. Sight could be an outwardly opened surface, 
the plains and the sky, immobility, but also the speed of simultaneity. The spatial 
metaphor for hearing then could be an inwardly opened surface, like the forest, 
movement, slowness and sequentiality. 

Having discussed the qualities of the senses let us re-consider the situation of the 
gilder pilot. Obviously something interesting happens with aural impression if an 
ocular distance is assumed. All events combined result in the stochastic pattern and 
assume the 'meaning' of background noise (Truax 1978, 12). The glider pilot is pushed 
towards the periphery of hearing, where acoustic events lose their speech-like quali-
ties and enter into a silence of meaning, residing either in the nest-like world of feel-
ing or the mute and pantomimic world of sight. 

Aurality, hearing and orality belong to the world of time, becoming, aging, dying. 
They require therefore an existential perspective. I order to study the acoustic land-
scape we have to enter everyday life and not to soar above the roofs and mountain 
tops. This is also the message of human, and in particular humanistic geography. The 
latter is rooted in the idea of a geography that does not study things but relations. 

 

Silence 

In my pursuit of Herder's track I have been calling background noise the silence of 
meaning; meaning considered as the expressivity of a phenomenon. But what about 
the expressivity of the receiving organ? Herder is speaking of the «silently listening 
ear», with the artificial and uncommon German word «stillhorchend». The image of 
the open door, a frame in the structure of mind and soul which does not add to the 
passing phenomena has been changed by himself 27 years later: the idea of the ear as 
«Lehrmeisterin der Sprache» revokes in a certain way the gate metaphor. In the mean-
time the number of ideas and theories about ear and hearing has considerably in-
creased. The intimate link between speech and hearing has been established by vari-
ous people, among them Tomatis (1991). Recent research on the inner ear has also 
shed new light on its functioning, indicating that its ciliae are not just passively set in 
motion by incoming waves, but respond to them and emit waves (Mark&Rattay 
1991): «Die verblüffende Tatsache, dass Schall aus dem Innenohr herausgesendet 
wird, setzt die Existenz einer Energiequelle in der Cochlea voraus. Eine wesentliche 
Rolle spielt dabei die Motilität der äusseren Haarzellen.» (Janssen 1991, 613). As to the 
paradigm we are only now passing from the model of hearing as an instrument or 
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machine to the model of it as a self-regulating and even creative system, at last ap-
proaching the idea of a living organ. 

In the context of culture we meet hearing and speech as acoustic communication. 
Speaking in terms of phenomenology the silence of meaning which I have been refer-
ring to is the horizon of the acoustic world (Ihde 1976). But also speaking in terms of 
psychoacoustics, von Békésy stated that the phenomenal aural distance does not cor-
respond to the metric one and thus the extension of the hearing radius is limited 
(Blauert 1974, 100). Nevertheless, silence can assume various other qualities, and the 
active nature of the ear is capable to extract very different phenomena from it. 
Whereas the silence of meaning is a deficit, the silence of a voice – the absence of a 
signal – is a pause, a device for meaningful discontinuity. On the level of the commu-
nity of people, this silence can alter from a transitive to an intransitive one, it can be-
come also the silencing of a voice, the breakdown of expression and expressivity. Ex-
pression of the subject in the way Hildegard Westerkamp (...) has put it, having exam-
ined the effect of music in public or private places: music as an acoustic tapestry, 
which constitutes a silence of meaning, which fills out so to speak emotional space 
and thus pushes away the activity of one's own voice. Expressivity in the way our 
glider pilot would put it, who states the melting away of a meaningful structure, the 
breakdown of the link with the lifeworld and thus makes him unable to voice and 
communicate it. «Anschauung» and «Darstellung», expressivity and expression are 
but two aspects of the same thing, each one showing a hue of the other. 

 

Voicing and owning 

The link of expression and expressivity enables us to evoke noises by means of our 
language. The common nature of hearing and speaking is expressed by Gaston Bache-
lard in the context of poems: «Dans la résonance, nous entendons le poème, dans le 
retentissement, nous le parlons, il est nôtre.» (1957, 6). In these terms the soundscape 
could be considered as a «concrete» or «embodied» language, a phenomenon of aes-
thetic content which can be appropriated by voicing. For the time being I would cir-
cumscribe this voicing by directing attention – attention, which following Lévinas 
(1973 , 46), is «a possible mode of all acts». Thus every simple listening walk performs 
at the same implicitly – while walking and listening – and explicitly – when talking 
about the walk – the mode of attention and attributes the sounds voices. Naming 
sounds and noises is an attempt to catch and save an ephemerous phenomenon. 

With emphasis on the value and quality of verbal expression I undertook with my 
students to define a sound which has been recorded by Murray Schafer's team about 
twenty years ago. it has disappeared. Please listen. [Point Atkinson Foghorn] 

For the time being we are not interested in what this sound belongs to or comes 
from. Its source has since disappeared. 

The sound event appears in a clear temporal sequence which creates a particular 
mood. Many people have described it as relaxing, evoking the vast space of a sea-
scape. The assignment for the students was to characterize this sound in terms taken 
from other sensory modes: colours, surface qualities, matter, spatial situation. 

All colours mentioned were dark ones, from dark grey to dark green or brown or 
lilac, in one case a composed red-black-grey. 
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The surface quality was represented in a paradoxical way, as either coarse and 
bumpy, even as a sandpaper, or as smooth and rounded. This coincidentia opposito-
rum is typical for many descriptions of acoustic qualities. 

The material was also imagined controversially, on the one hand as a sheet metal, 
on the other hand as steam and smoke. 

The spatial situation was experienced more unanimously as a vast hall or hangar, 
as the open sea or a bay, as a deep hole or the bluffs of a mountain. 

So much for a tentative phenomenology of this particular sound. You have heard 
the big typhone of the Point Atkinson foghorn in Vancouver. A very colurful sound, 
whose deep components travel far over the foggy ocean and thus fulfil their function. 
This acoustic lighthouse is a fine example of an aural culture, of an aural sensing of 
the landscape. What horns represent for the American and Canadian landscapes, bells 
do for us in Europe: something incorporated in the everyday soundscape, something 
which has become taken-for-granted. Please listen once consciously to the bells in 
your neighbourhood and try to determine the quality of their sound, try to define it in 
terms of colours, surface qualities, material and spatiality. 

We have centred our attention on a single, clear-cut sound which stands out from a 
relatively quiet background. However, many acoustic landscapes – we call them 
soundscapes – do not correspond to this, when sounds are less eminent, more em-
bedded in a fluctuating ground, even intermingled into complex and complicated 
patterns. 

In order to describe such landscapes we chose the term «tonality». Tonality is a 
term of musical origins, first used as French tonlité by Castil-Blaze in 1821, referring 
to the three main harmonic functions. Fétis in 1844 gave a broader, relativist defini-
tion of it, which implied that there could be a multiplicity of types of tonality: «Un 
principe régulateur des rapports». Here tonality was considered as the essence of to-
nal relationships (corresponding to the Aristotelian 'form'), distinct from the note con-
tent (as the mere 'material'). (Dahlhaus 1980, 51f) The discussion in the 19th century 
ended up, as Dahlhaus notes, that «the converse of theoretical uncertainty is a multi-
plicity of meanings attached to the words 'tonality' and 'tonal'.» The term tonality is 
put in the midlle between the general elementary meaning of «tonal system» and the 
specific distinct meaning of «motivic structure». 

Because in philosophical thought «mode» and «modality» have become termini 
technici, «tonality» seemed to be a suitable way to express particular dynamic phe-
nomena in the process of thinking. Hannah Arendt (1979 I, 37) speaks of the «Zu-
sammenstoss von Denken und Wollen: die Tonalität der Geistestätigkeiten». Thought 
as directed towards contemplation of the past opposes will as directed towards action 
in the future. The oscillation between these two opposed points is the condition for 
the rise of a frequency, and therefore she says: « In dieser Hinsicht – ich möchte von 
der «Tonalität» der Geistestätigkeiten sprechen – ist die Fähigkeit des Willens, das 
Noch-nicht zu vergegenwärtigen, das genaue Gegenteil der Erinnerung. (...) Die da-
her rührende Anspannung führt, im Unterschied zu der recht anregenden Spannung, 
die mit Problemlösen einhergehen kann, zu einer Art Unruhe in der Seele, die leicht 
an Aufruhr grenzen kann, einer Mischung aus Furcht und Hoffnung, die unerträglich 
wird, wenn sich herausstellt, dass, nach der Formel des Augustinus, das Wollen und 
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Können, velle und posse, nicht zusammenfallen.» (40) 
In this context she also uses the word «Stimmungen» which, particularly with re-

spect to tonality, is ambiguous, signifying in colloquially «mood», musically «tuning», 
and on the level of the metaphor embracing or exchanging both – in short, playing 
with the connotations. It is this property of playfulness, the fuzzyness which unex-
pectedly can turn into an arbitrary specific denotation, the permanent need of herme-
neutic action, which approximates the various uses of «tonality». 

The discussion in the realm of music uncovers, that tonality refers to a relationship, 
not ot the elements of a scale. It does not describe a scale, but a gestalt. Leave the 
functional harmonic system aside and taking a melody as an example; the gestalt of 
the melody results from a particular subaudio (temporal) sequence and an audio (to-
nal) frequence; while this is complemented in music to some extent by emotional 
meaning, in the soundscape is completed by the denotations and connotations of the 
sound sources. 

Tonality is referring as well to the physical sound field, as to the sound phenome-
non and the involved cultural values. Tonality in our everyday perception can also 
approach what we call atmosphere or mood, and in which we are more or less im-
mersed. 

Schafer introduced the term «keynote sound» in soundscape studies. Parallel or 
connotative terms are ambience or background noise. In the glossary of «Tuning» he 
uses also the word fundamental to explain the character of a keynote; however, the 
fundamental is a term which evokes a physical harmonic fact, the fundament tone 
from which harmonics are derived, not the reference tone of a scale. 

A concrete example shall give you some evidence: It is Liverpool Street Station in 
London, recorded by Schafer in 1975, and by myself in 1992. Listen to the two takes 
and compare them. [Liverpool Street Station 1975 – 1992] 

Two tonalities: the busy turbulent and noisy aspect of 1975, in which an identity is 
created by the P.A. system, the reverberating voice of the speaker indicating the vast-
ness of the vault. Then the station as it pressents itself today, after a fundamental 
renovation, with modern equipment on and around the rails. The main difference, 
however, is not the one between the more or less conspicuous activity of people, but 
the presence of steady-state sounds in thesecond case. Using a visual metaphor I 
would characterize the first recording as a grain structure, the second as one with a 
stiff acoustic grid. 

Perhaps you have already noticed such steady-state sounds in your own 
neighbourhood: the hum of air exhausters or conditioners, the hum of a computer, 
hums of all kind of comfort-inducing machines which in turn contribute to a growing 
acoustic discomfort. Often they are not loud, but owing to their steadiness and fre-
quency spectra they become in a very subtle way piercing and annoying once you 
start consciously to listen to. 

We have now been considering the tonality of a particular urban soundscape at an 
interval of 17 years. It shows a fundamental change, parallel to the changes of tech-
nology. There is another kind of change which has rather to be called fluctuation, and 
which we identify as the daily and annual variability of the tonality of a particular 
place. I am examining and comparing suburban and rural communities in German 
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and French speaking Switzerland. Part of this project is the execution of 24-hours-
recordings, which are condensed into 9 minutes. My collaborators and I hoped to get 
a representation of the tonality of these places – and I think we do. Please listen to a 3 
minute section from a summer day in the Val de Bagnes, which represents the time 
from noon to six o'clock. The first example is composed from the background noise of 
the Dranse river. [Lourtier tonalité] 

From the recorded material of the same day we have composed the following se-
quence, which covers the same interval from noon to six o'clock: this time we have 
centred on the events which took place in the nearby village of Lourtier. You will now 
experience the noise of the river as a background from which all events emerge and 
into which they fade. [Lourtier signaux] 

Perhaps the artificiality of the last examples, the gain of distance, moves me close 
the criticized metaphor of the glider pilot who hovers high above ground and has his 
eyes closed. Yet I think that swimming in the noise of the torrent we did not hear col-
ourless features, and I suppose that you were not uninvolved when drawn through 
this afternoon at an unnatural pace. 

The artificium of a condensed day becomes possible by recording, by loosening or 
breaking up the link between the sound and its source. Schafer has called this phe-
nomenon as schizophony. Schizophonic media make it possible to contemplate 
sounds out of their context, and thus to liberate their phenomenal qualities; or to re-
compose sound into new contexts and thereby creating new meanings. Schizophony 
makes it possible to present 6 hours of a Swiss landscape in summer 1992 within 3 
minutes in a room in Firenze in summer 1993. 

If we do not become victims of a naïve realism, if we do not forget the fact of the 
artificiality, this procedure can help us to improve our listening. It helps us to dis-
cover the intricacies of our acoustic surroundings, it teaches us to listen more con-
sciously to the place where we live, and it drives us to combat any menacing deterio-
ration and to search for every imaginable improvement. We then will proceed from 
passively perceiving an acoustic environment to actively forming an acoustic land-
scape. 

I am not a follower of New Age ideas about a third or cosmic ear. I simply Herders 
idea of the ear as the link, as the between of our different senses. Enlarging and dif-
ferentiating our hearing could become an act of individual and cultural importance. It 
will affect our lives with respect to communication, time organization and, perhaps, 
survival. 
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Listening to an aural world:  
Approaching the soundscape in Bulgakov's work 

Unpublished essay, Simon Fraser University, December 1990 

 

 

«When I try to sum up approximately what my walks to Méséglise taught me, 
[...] I recall that autumn, where, near the bushy slope above Montjouvain 

I was struck for the first time by the disproportion 
between our impressions and their common expression.» 

Marcel Proust, Du côté de chez Swann 

 

In search for words 

In an attempt to conceive a geography of the aural world I encountered the difficulty 
that the terms of which our language disposes are prevailingly visual. Many authors 
have dealt with this fact which is connected with the emergence of occidental scien-
tific thinking and strengthened in the march of the development of modern science 
(Snell 1955, Arendt 1979). If we don't wish to consider science as merely translating 
aural perceptions into visual terms, we are challenged to find a metaphorical struc-
ture which meets the demands of representing the aural world. Yet a language which 
is centred purely on hearing is not imaginable. Tuan (1978, 366f) discusses the role of 
the simultaneous perception by all sensory modes, i.e. synaesthesia. Thereby terms 
guide from one mode of perception to another, what he calls the epiphorical transfer; 
for the most part this goes from aural perception to visual description. Is the visuali-
zation of what we hear a basic feature of man's senses or is it just the result of train-
ing? 

We have to take into account the very privacy of every sense phenomena. Arendt 
considers analogy, metaphor and symbol as bonds between the very private activity 
of mind and the external world: «The simple fact that our mind is able to find such 
analogies, that the world of appearances reminds us of things non-apparent, may be 
seen as a kind of 'proof' that mind and body, thinking and sense experience, the visi-
ble and the invisible, belong together, are 'made' for each other, as it were.» (1971, 
109/1979, 114) In the same time she is sceptical about the communicability of sensory 
impressions: 

Language, corresponding to or following common sense, gives an object its com-
mon name; this commonness is not only the decisive factor for intersubjective 
communication – the same object being perceived by different persons and com-
mon to them – but it also serves to identify a datum that appears altogether differ-
ently to each of the five senses: hard or soft when I touch it, sweet or bitter when I 
taste it, bright or dark when I see it, sounding in different tones when I hear it. 
None of these sensations can be adequately described in words. Our cognitive 
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senses, seeing and hearing, have little more affinity with words than the lower 
senses of smell, taste, and touch. Something smells like a rose, tastes like pea soup, 
feels like velvet, that is as far as we can go. 'A rose is a rose is a rose'. (1971, 
119/1979, 123) 
 

The intrinsic poetics 

Gerhart & Russell (1984) discriminate different fields of understanding and develop a 
theory of metaphor as part of a theory of the creation of knowledge. They focus on 
metaphor as «a structural change in the fields of meaning». They review the history of 
theories of metaphor from Plato and Aristotle to Ricoeur and propose distinct defini-
tions of metaphor and analogy. Analogies denote relationships between already un-
derstood data; analogies can be found. Metaphors on the contrary either exist or do not 
exist; they are created. According to Ricoeur (1975) a violent act creates a new situation, 
new significations, new modes of thinking. Gerhart & Russell call this step in the evo-
lution of scientific as well as religious thinking the 'ontological flash'. (Gerhart & Rus-
sell 1984, 95, 113f) These are the intrinsic poetics of scientific writing. 

Who has never experienced this poetic, somehow autonomous quality of lan-
guage? When composing a text to sum up previously collected data I often was afraid 
that the putting of thoughts into words would follow its own laws, the words ruling 
their own kingdoms and leading away from the supposed truth which I wanted to 
express. I suppose that such forces are inherent in any conscious use of language. 

Whenever we are seeing «similarity in dissimilars», we try to bend our language to 
describe a quality by creating a relation or, speaking musically, an interval between 
two phenomena. Thereby we have to admit a certain poetic expression. Such is in-
deed the metaphor in the Aristotelian definition, where it represents more than 
purely logical analogy. 

If there were a miraculous tertium comparationis, a sort of numerical function of 
our senses, the problem would not arise that metaphorical understanding contrasts to 
or even contradicts naturalistic understanding. As it does so a poetic dimension is 
created. Cicero has described this walk along the boundary-line between metaphors 
being used by necessity and metaphors becoming a feature of entertainment. (Arendt 
1979, 110f; Polanyi & Prosch 1975, 78; De oratore III 38.155) 

We should just keep in mind the limits of language describing sensory experiences 
and the impossibility of fully translating the privacy of sensory experience into collec-
tively understandable expressions. «Wofür wir Worte haben, darüber sind wir auch 
schon hinaus» are the words Nietzsche has found for this apory. 

 

Learning from literature 

To become aware of the possibilites of language suitable to the description of the 
aural world I propose to recur to non-scientific writing. This involves all levels of dis-
course. It is desirable both that geographers go back to literature – as for instance 
Watson (1983), Tuan (1983), and Porteous (1990) have called for – as well as that their 
texts expose certain stylistic qualities. With the latter problem Billinge (1983) has dealt 
in his rabid review of blown-up stylistic attitudes. 
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Many works could be used to examine the description of an aurally apprehended 
world. Lowenthal (1967) and Schafer (1977) have widely used literary testimonies for 
the re-construction of aural worlds. I restrict to the writings of the Russian author 
Michail Afanasievitch Bulgakov (1891-1940). My choice springs from a personal fasci-
nation by Bulgakov's 'aural style'. Moreover he appears to witness a turning point of 
the development of the acoustic surroundings, a transition in urbanization which 
makes the acoustic background conspicuous to the listening mind. 

 
Panoramas on the verge of change 

In Bulgakov's work several magnificent urban panoramas can be found, which have 
precursors in the tradition of Russian writing. We are reminded of Gogol's portrayals 
of Paris and Rome, and of Bely's various views of Petersburg. What distinguishes the 
panoramas of Kiev and Moscow, which Bulgakov wrote in the early twenties, from 
the latter is their aurality. To a lesser extent the same can be said of the imagination of 
the historical Jerusalem in Master and Margarita (Master i Margarita) and of the Pari-
sian cityscape in Life of Moliere (Zhisn Moliera). Here we should begin with an excerpt 
from the panorama of Bulgakov's native town Kiev, which introduces the fourth 
chapter of The White Guard (Belaja gvardija). He began to write this novel around 1920 
and it was partly published in 'Rossija' in 1925. Having only a very rudimentary 
knowledge of the Russian language I rely on the available German translations of his 
works. Proffer (1984,136) admits that the American translation of the novel is some-
what 'sloppy'; I therefore indicate the variants of the reliable German translation in 
cornered brackets. 

Beautiful in the frost and mist-covered hills above the Dnieper, the life of the City 
hummed and steamed like a many-layered honeycomb. All day long smoke spi-
ralled in ribbons up to the sky from innumerable chimney-pots. A haze floated 
over the street, the [enormous masses of] packed snow creaked underfoot, houses 
towered to five, six and even seven storeys. By day their windows were black, 
while at night they shone in rows against the deep, dark blue sky [in the dark, blue 
height]. As far as the eye could see, like strings of precious stones, hung the rows 
of electric globes suspended high from the (elegant curlicues of) tall [grey] lamp-
posts. By day the streetcars rolled by with a steady, comfortable rumble [whizz-
ing], with their yellow straw-stiffed seats of handsome foreign design. Shouting as 
they went cabmen drove from hill to hill [from one slope to the other] and fur col-
lars of sable [black] and silver fox gave beauty and mystery to women's faces. 

The gardens lay silent and peaceful, weighed down with white virgin snow. And 
there were more gardens in the City than in any other in the world. [...] 

In winter, more than in any other city in the world, quiet fell over the streets and al-
leyways of the two halves of the City – the Upper City on the hilltops and the Lower 
City spread along the curve of the frozen Dnieper – and the City's mechanical roar 
[the din of the machines] retreated inside the stone buildings, grew muffled and sank 
to a low hum [grew softer and muffled]. All the City's energy, stored up during a 
summer of sunshine and thunderstorms, was expended in light, [...] turning people's 
thought towards the terrifying prospect of man's electric-powered future [towards a 
terrifying, hurried electric-powered future of mankind], [...] until morning, when the 
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lights went out and the City cloaked itself once more in smoke and mist. (The White 
Guard, M. Glenny transl., 55-56) 

The writer proceeds from what seems a lasting winter scene gradually to closer 
views, letting the reader discern movements and then sounds which let the time go 
on; he opens the span between a past summer and an imagined future and then turns 
the daylight of the city's stage on. You would find that here he describes the quietness 
of a large town as if it were a pre-industrial soundscape; in some way it has this func-
tion in the plot of Bulgakov's novel. This chapter ends with the rumbling of still far-
away canons; the following chapter begins with a seemingly similar panorama, por-
traying the City as if it were a person; but then suddenly the past-oriented attention is 
changed by a boom which opens into the dreadful present of 1918 of which the novel 
actually tells: 

One day in May, when the City awoke looking like a pearl set in turquoise and the 
sun rose up [...] a terrible and ominous sound [detonation] boomed out over the 
City. No one had ever heard a noise of quite that pitch [timbre] before – it was 
unlike either gunfire or thunder – but so powerful that many windows [many ven-
tilation traps] flew open (of their own accord) and every pane rattled. Then the 
sound was repeated, boomed its way around the Upper City, rolled down in 
waves towards Podol, the Lower City, crossed the beautiful deep-blue Dnieper 
and vanished in the direction of distant Moscow. [...] And the sound was heard a 
third time, this time so violently that windows began shattering in the houses of 
Pechyorsk and the ground shook underfoot. (The White Guard, 63) 

Some days later the Petljura army arrives and the activity of warfare creates a martial 
music, a dramatic dialogue, between the suburbs and the somewhat carefree urban 
core of Kiev. Note the interpenetration of 'objective' description of the events and the 
perception of people involved, typical for Bulgakov's style: 

But at noon from Petchersk a merry machine gun began his music. The hills of 
Petchersk echoed the rattling and it flew into the centre of the city. A moment 
please, this is already very close? The passers-by stood still, snuffled. In some 
places the pavements thinned. What is that? Who is that? Arrrrrrrrr-ta-ta-ta-ta! Ta! 
Ta! Ta! Rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr! (Transl. jw) 
 

«It seems that Moscow sounds» 

Listening to a changing environment is presented by Bulgakov in Forty times Forty 
(Sorok sorokov, German 1963). The title refers to the «forty times forty cupolas glow-
ing on the seven hills» of Moscow, to the churches, as I see it, as an obsolete but still 
important feature of the post-revolutionary cityscape. Four subtitles introduce the 
panoramas: First panorama: Nude times, describing the economic crisis in September 
1921; Second panorama: From above to below, giving a panoramic view of the city in 
April 1922; Third panorama: At full speed, stating the changes in July 1922; The Fourth 
panorama: Now, gives an optimistic impression of «Moscow the Mother» in March 
1923. The text was published in Nakanune in Berlin in April 1923. It is worth citing the 
beginning of the April outlook extensively: 
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Second panorama. From above to below 

I climbed the highest point in the centre of Moscow on a grey day in April. The 
highest point was the uppermost platform of the flat roof of the former Nierensee 
building which today is the Soviet building in the Gnesdnikov alleyway. Below 
was Moscow, visible toward the city's fringe. Something like haze or fog covered 
the city, but through the pale mist shone innumerable roofs, factory chimneys and 
the cupolas of the forty times forty churches. The wind of April blew over the flat 
roof which was empty as the heart was empty. Yet the wind was already warm. 
And it was as if it fanned from below, as if the warmth of the lap of Moscow as-
cended. This lap still did not roar as terrifying and joyful as those of other big and 
lively cities, but nevertheless a kind of noise pierced upward the thin veil of fog. 
The sound was vague and weak, but all-embracing. From the centre to the circle of 
the boulevards, from the circle of the boulevards to the fringe of the city, to the fine 
blue and greyish smoke which concealed the ample surroundings of Moscow. 

'It seems that Moscow sounds' I said, with uncertainty, leaning over the railing. 

'That's the NEP' my companion answered and hold fast his hat. 

'Don't mention this disgusting word!' I replied, 'That's not the NEP at all, that is life 
itself. Moscow is beginning to live.' 

(Forty times forty, transl. jw) 

In the third panorama the sound has noticeably changed:  
On a sultry evening in July I ascended again the roof of the eight-storey Nierensee 
building. The chains of light of the boulevard circle shone, the lights spread ra-
dially to the fringe of Moscow. The dust did not reach up this far, but the sound 
did. Now it was clear and distinct: Moscow roared, a vigorous hum pervaded the 
interior of the city. The lights seemed to oscillate, a yellow and white gleaming in 
the black and blue night. Below the tramways shrieked, and muffled, with inter-
ruptions, sounds of an orchestra rose up from the boulevard. 

These are veritable 'modern times'. The night is transfigured by the urban future and 
Bulgakov celebrates it in the present tense - 

Moscow now sleeps in the night without putting out his eyes of light. In the morn-
ing the city awakes with whistles and ringing, streams of pedestrians flow over the 
pavements. Tumbling and with clanking chains, trucks force their way through the 
brittle and rutted snow. On bright days buzzing planes fly from Chodynka. [...] 
The grumbling of the trucks has become still deeper, wilder and more joyous. 

The development from a grey and cold April panorama to this noisy spring panorama 
presents not only a seasonal metaphor; it shows an urban soundscape, where the ob-
server and listener is not only at the centre of the city, but is the very centre of it. Fog, 
mist and vague sounds give way to brightness and loud sounds; the fundamental 
change of the town, of the urban feeling, is expressed by the resulting noises which 
open a new world to the man of the twenties. Closing the scene of the Moscow hori-
zon the storyteller comes down from his vantage point on top of the then highest 
building of Moscow, to bathe in the sounds of urban life. 
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Describing sounds and sounding the language 

Bulgakov's documentary writings are imbued with fictional elements. What dis-
tinguishes him, in the opinion of his biographer, from the contemporary fantastic 
style of the so-called Serapion Brothers – Luntz, Zamyatin, Ivanov and Zoshchenko – 
is his particular «ability to make the fantasy seem real» (Stories 1972, XIV). One would 
like to add that he is making the real seem still more real by imbuing it with the fan-
tasy of language. The amazing realism of his writings in the reader's mind is due to 
their sensuous plenitude. The writer leads the reader not only to see what happens 
but he makes him hear, smell and touch. 

What drives Bulgakov to present aural, olfactory and tactile features in a much 
more elaborate manner than most other authors? How does he devise this world of 
the senses? How does he express in words the world as aurally perceived space? A 
scrutiny of his major prose works – especially the novels White Guard and Master and 
Margarita – shall be my information resource. Since the themes of his novels have 
their roots in his own life it is legitimate to begin with a recourse to some biographical 
details. 

Bulgakov's world sounds from language itself – not to forget that he was also a 
playwright. In Diaboliad for instance, he is reported to use «extremely diverse verbs of 
saying: characters are said to sing, squeak, ring [...]» (Proffer 1984, 108). Fieseler (1982, 
110) points out that in Bulgakov's White Guard the meaning of words often takes sec-
ond place to their sound, so as to create a «musical quality or a semantic which is de-
termined by it». As to the compositional level Proffer (1984, 572) says that «Bulgakov's 
motifs are structured musically, rather than logically». The preoccupation with the 
musical structure of writing and even the idea of a pre-existence of the sound of lan-
guage before its content occur already with Bely and the symbolists at the turn of the 
century. (Bely 1978, XVIII) Because translations can hardly reproduce the sound of the 
original language, I just mention here the passage from White Guard given by Fieseler 
in which the bright consonants e and i accompany the ringing of telephones: «Gde-to 
zvonil telefon, eshche gde-to pela ptichka – pyu!» 

«Music accompanies everything in Bulgakov [...]; and his stage directions are very 
specific about what music is to be heard in the background.» In his youth Bulga-
kov revered opera singers, and even once dreamt of taking up this carreer himself. 
In such characters as Filipp Filppovitch in A Dog's Heart (Sobach'e serdc'e), who 
incessantly sings or hums lines from Verdi's «Aida», sometimes even interrupting 
a phrase by it, one finds the author himself. Bulgakov's second wife, Lyubov Be-
lozerskaja-Bulgakova remembers that he used to hum very often the aria 'O my 
Gods, I pray to you' from «Aida». According to her he said that «music which 
helps me to think is specially precious» (Belozerskaja 1983, 133f) 

But the opulence of his texts regarding onomapoiesis, musical composition and aural 
impressions has still another source: «He had always been keen of hearing, greatly 
disturbed by the noise of metropolitan life – and now his [final] illness had sharpened 
this sense to the point where every noise was pain-inducing.» The writer dying be-
hind closed curtains, to keep out every pain from the outside, resembles Proust, 
whose descriptions of acoustic environments are also remarkable. Bulgakov's biogra-
pher refers these pains to the migraine headaches from which he suffered during his 
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entire life. Pilatus in Master and Margarita also suffers from hemicrania and is tor-
mented by the smell of the attar of roses – an autobiographical note of a migraine suf-
ferer who becomes very sensitive to smell before an attack. In 1938, when Bulgakov 
wrote the libretto Don Quixote, he described his comfortable life, which consisted 
simply in «no rumbling noise from upstairs, the telephone is silent». (Proffer 1984, 
572, 497, 500, 477) What a contrast to the devoted portrayal of sounds and noises in 
the Moscow panoramas of the early twenties! 

It is known that for Bulgakov the reading of his texts aloud to listeners was very 
important, for example of Master and Margarita in April and May 1939, of which re-
ports Vitaly Vilkenkin. In Proffers words: «Bulgakov read, as always, with great sim-
plicity, letting the words and images do their own work. [...] Bulgakov gave special 
value to the change of rhythm in the probe of the novel, conveying an almost musical 
quality as he read the poetic passages.» (1984, 481) This fits to the fact that formally in 
his writings a storyteller is present, sometimes explicitly – as in A young doctor's note-
book or Theatrical Novel –, sometimes hidden and occasionally – as in Master and Mar-
garita. From these readings he expected his listeners to criticise the text, which would 
enable him to edit weak passages. In some places in Notes on the cuffs from the early 
twenties, and in the Theatrical Novel from the mid-thirties, such reading situations are 
evoked. From the former, describing an awkward night in a town on the Black Sea: 
«And when all around has become deadly quiet, the writer reads to me his novel 
story. I am his only listener.» (1985, 23) 

 

Bulgakov at the window 

Where is the man standing who hears these urban soundscapes? Proffer explains the 
realism of Bulgakov's writings by the visual nature of his imagination: When dictat-
ing, he «would stand staring out a window, interrupting himself only to correct a de-
tail which he could see but was describing imprecisely», reports his wife E.B. Bul-
gakova. (Stories 1972, XIV) As it is easily seen Bulgakov's window opens to the out-
side as well as to the inside; and it is a visual as well as an acoustic orifice. 

In the Theatrical novel (Teatral'nyj roman) a play written by the main character 
Maksudow has been rejected; the writer is desperate, and in the storm outside the 
window appear the motives of his play, the blizzard has a message which can be 
heard when everything else is quiet. When stating this Maksudow even makes sure 
that what can be heard is really coming from the blizzard: 

Whenever the house grew quiet and nobody [from downstairs] could have been 
playing anything I used to catch the heartrending [and malicious] strains of an ac-
cordion through the [snow] storm, mingling with plaintive unhappy voices [and 
the accordion was accompanied by angry and sad voices complaining, complain-
ing always]. [Oh no,] They were certainly not coming from downstairs. [...] I could 
see their sharp swords, hear them as they whistled through the air [their bloodcur-
dling whistle]. 

Thus he gets the idea for a new play. When later this play is also rejected he asks in 
his despair: 

[...]'What about the [my] bridge? And the accordion? The blood on the trampled 
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snow?' A blizzard was howling outside the window, and it seemed [to me] that the 
storm was the storm in the play howling around the bridge [that I saw in the storm 
outside the window this cursed bridge], that the accordion was moaning and the 
sharp crack of shots could be heard [I heard dry gunshots] in the distance. 
(338f/Glenny 55, 439/Glenny 160) 

Here outside and inside are strongly linked. The episodes present an almost auto-
biographical sketch of Bulgakov's own situation «at the window», which becomes a 
symbol of the creative act of writing. The origins of this novel are linked to a major 
crisis of the writer, who burns a first version of it – among other drafts – in March 
1930. There is indeed another 'window' through which he gazes: «The stove has long 
been my favourite editorial office», he wrote in 1932 to P.S. Popov (Proffer 1984, 316, 
341). Thus the oven vision in Heart of a Dog became a sinister truth five years after it 
was written: «In the oven it howled as in a conflagration [...] The oven's mouth flew 
open with a bang, and one could see a tremendous hell where the flames shot up.» 
(57) 

 

Existential auditions 

The accordion motive appears already in A young doctor's notebook (Zapiski iunnogo 
vratcha) from the mid-twenties. Here Bulgakov remembers his years as a physician in 
the Smolensk guberniia from 1916 to 1918. The doctor describing himself in these sto-
ries is a morphine-addict – as Bulgakov has been himself for a short time – and in the 
drug-induced euphoria «these disrupted, hoarse accordion sounds, which come muf-
fled through the window to me become the voices of angels.» (Aufzeichnungen 101) 
The window separates the world of the normal senses – which the morphinist at this 
stage of the story still recognizes as reliable – from the world of his hallucinations. 

A very different setting is the window as the acoustic horizon of the acting figures. 
In the story The Fatal Eggs (Rokovyje jaiza) from 1924 the main character, professor 
Persikow – as well as the reader – hears a thin squeaking voice coming up from the 
street through the open window. He cannot see who it is until he has gone to the 
window and leaned out. The window and the thin far-away voice create in the imagi-
nation of the reader an enhanced spatiality of the scene as well as a certain suspense. 
Bulgakov creates spatial and temporal perspectivity. (Fatal Eggs 48) 

The window as an ear to the world appears as leitmotiv with a different temporal 
order in White Guard. In the wintry landscape around Christmas Alexei Turbin per-
ceives the approaching events of war: 

He went back into the living room, squeezed himself against the window and 
hearkened: Again far away one could hear muffled shots of canons, inoffensive as 
if they had to go through cotton wool, sporadic and far away. 

Later, in the middle of war, youth reminiscences appear, mixing the real with the 
imaginated, and Turbin, alone, stares out through the windows of an abandoned 
classroom. 

And outside the windows the opera 'The night before Christmas' in nature – snow 
and lights, trembling and glittering. I would like to know why they shoot in Svia-
toshino! So inoffensively, as if through cottonwool the canons shoot – boom, boom. 
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The circle of window-framed life spaces closes in February. Alexei Turbin, having 
narrowly survived a wound-fever and typhus has 'resurrected' – a reference to the vi-
sion of the resurrected Christ. His sister Jelena had observed, when praying for his re-
covery: 

In the living room he squeezed himself against the window-pane and hearkened, 
as he had forty-seven days before, when in the windows warm lights were burn-
ing, when outside snow was lying, when all had the appearance of an opera scene 
and far-away canon shoots entered. (White Guard 30, 115, 301; transl. J.W.) 

The Turbin House described in this novel is, as Nekrasov (1971) states, the house of 
Bulgakov's own childhood. Thus these window scenes contain an autobiographical 
strand. 

The existential significance of the window-panes extends to the above-cited pas-
sage in the description of Kiev shaken by events to come – «every pane rattled». It be-
comes most evident in Master and Margarita where the bursting of the glass is a meta-
phor for death. When Berlioz loses his footings in a oil spot and falls on the tramway 
rails, the approaching tramway car brakes so violently that its panes fall out; Berlioz's 
head is cut off by the wheels of the tramway car and in the moment of death for him 
the moon bursts into bits. (Meister und Margarita 56) 

 
Clocks make time audible 

In Diaboliad from 1924 clocks not only indicate or control time, but also confuse it. 
Irony is used in the description how a clock controls urban life, when «a distant clock 
struck four times in a rust-coloured tower, and immediately people carrying brief-
cases started running out of every door.» Similarly Bulgakov deals with the seem-
ingly exact measurement of time, when an «ideal silence» reigned for twenty seconds, 
or «for two minutes or so there was silence in the office». (Diaboliad 12, 42)  

Time-spans become an illusion: The hunted clerk's Korotkov time perception is 
confused. 

A clock began to strike hollowly in the distance. Bong[...] bong[...] 'That's at 
Pestrukhny,' thought Korotkov, and he started counting. 'Ten.. eleven[...] mid-
night, thirteen, fourteen, fifteen[...] forty[...]' 'The little clock struck forty times,' 
Korotkov smirked bitterly, [...] (Diaboliad 34, 42) 

For Korotkov clocks even suddenly turn into a kind of hallucinated devils which pur-
sue him: 

'Coo-coo!' cried the forest cuckoo joyfully, hopping out of the little, decorated Nur-
emberg house on the wall. 'Coo-Clux-Clan?' it shouted; and it turned into a bald 
head, 'we'll make a note of how you clobber workers.' Fury overwhelmed Korot-
kov. He brandished the candelabra and struck down the clock with it. It replied 
with a crash and shattering of golden hands. 

Thus time remains essentially a human time in the work of Bulgakov, who neverthe-
less seems fond of clockworks. Furniture clocks characterize places; places generate 
existential time, which in turn is structured by the sound of the motion of the clock 
gears and indicated by the ringing of the clock bells. The sound of these clocks ex-
presses the quality of the time being, of the situation of the story's action. In the un-
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canny room where the playwright Maksudov of Theatrical Novel reads his play to the 
theatre director a cuckoo clock strikes 'hoarsely' and reflects the writer's mood by 
running uneasily. (Theaterroman 394) 

Most important in the plot of the novel The White Guard, and most impressive, are 
the clocks of the Turbin apartment. Like the whole apartment they are a reminiscence 
of Bulgakov's own childhood. These clocks are almost as present as the human char-
acters. The bronze musical clock from «mother's – now Jelena's – bedroom» and the 
black wall clock in the dining-room are important elements and guarantors of the spa-
tial identity: 

All has changed, but the clock has remained the same and stroke its strike of a 
tower clock. All had become so accustomed to it that, if it were miraculously to 
disappear, it would be sad as if a familiar voice had died, and nothing would be 
able to fill up the void place. But fortunately the clock was immortal as the carpen-
ter of Zaandam [...] 

The clock in Jelena's bedroom represents Arcadia, «where [...] shepherd boys of 
bronze stood on the fronton of the clock, which every three hours played the ga-
votte.» (White Guard 10f, 30) More musical clocks can be found in Theatrical Novel and 
A Dog's Heart where they also represent landmarks of happy moments within a 
dreadful action. 

Experiencing time as running too slowly means hearing time. When the Turbins 
are waiting for the arrival of Jelena's husband Talberg, Bulgakov describes extensively 
the quarter hour's stroke and leads immediately back to the story's reality: «The hand 
remained at the quarter, the clock creaked substantially und struck one time. Instantly 
a shrill doorbell in the hallway answered.» It is yet not Talberg. When the doorbell 
rings a second time, time accelerates, the light becomes brighter, and «the black clock 
began to tick, to strike, to run faster». This time it is Talberg. When in the second half 
of the novel Nikolka is waiting for his brother Alexei, for him time becomes long and 
Bulgakov begins to write in full the clock's sounds, «the clock – tick-tack[...]» (White 
Guard 21, 184) 

The time of life can slow down, can stop, can reverse, and this is expressed by 
sounds. During Alexei's high fever due to typhus there are «inconsistencies in the life-
clocks». Time threatens to stop: «The hands pointed to twelve. But with the dusk the 
sadness in the apartment augmented. Therefore the clock did not strike twelve times, 
the hands stood motionless[...]» When Nikolka guards the patient, for him time ad-
vances but very creepingly, and he himself becomes metaphorically a clock: 

Nikolka's hands contracted and, as with Jelena, pointed to half past five. [...] Tonk-
kr[...] tonk-kr[...], ran malevolently and admonishing the hoarse clockwork, and 
the hands showed now nine o'clock, now nine fifteen, now nine thirty. 

For the feverish, hallucinating Alexei time regresses 
from half past five to twenty to five, and the clock in the dining-room, although it 
does not agree with this, although it drives its hand forward, does no longer run 
with the hoarse grumbling of the old age but ticks as always with a neat substan-
tial bariton – tonk! – and strikes like the bells of a tower clock in the toy fortress of 
the Gaul Louis XIV. – bong! midnight[...] hear[...] midnight[...] hear[...] It strikes 
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admonishingly, and some halberds sound agreeably silvery.» (White Guard 207-
209, 213) 

This description has its counterpart in the short story Raid, where «the clock of life 
began to do a strange thing – reversing [...] Abram's body was racked by quick shud-
ders in musical thirds, out of time and syncopation with the pounding of life.» (Sto-
ries 1972, 214) Extreme physical pain appears muscialized, life becomes a rhythm. 

All clock motions create noises and sounds, which Bulgakov describes onomapo-
etically and with metaphors of the human voice. But when time is cancelled it be-
comes unheard; and it is one of Bulgakov's stylistic devices to mention this absence 
explicitly. The awareness of time of the high-spirited and slightly drunken people in 
the Turbin's dining-room is blurred: «The clock could not be heard.» Also when 
Jelena has the vision of Christ, «the dabbling gavotte remained unheard», her atten-
tion is focuses on her prayer. This is positively enforced by the disappearance of day-
light – another time indicator – and by the silence. (White Guard 42, 299) 

 
Sounds of the houses 

«Terror crept through the black windows in the room, and Korotkov closed their 
blind trying not to look through them.» (Diaboliad 22) Here again the window ap-
pears as the shell of the individual, but it also designs an existential impasse. There 
is also an almost grotesque situation: Korotkov runs after the man who in fact 
chases him, and he is stopped by a 'glass wall', he sees the man, but is «separated 
from him only by a thin layer of glass.» (Diaboliad 18) 

But not only windows frame spaces. The whole structure of a house is sounding and 
thus creates an impression of spatiality. When there is tense silence in an office room, 
time is measured by «the candelabra tinkling from a truck passing by somewhere» 
(Diaboliad 42). When professor Persikov is intensely looking through his microscope 
in the silence of his office, a tender and melodious clinking of glass cupboards can be 
heard in some distance when someone passes by, and then Bulgakov leads the 
reader's attention away to the groaning of a door; both glass cupboard and a distant 
door are used by him also in the similar plot of A Dog's Heart. Bulgakov likes to com-
bine the close and the distant, so the low hissing of a [Bunsen-] burner – accompany-
ing the motive of the holy zeal of the scientist – and the sound of traffic from outside – 
indicating the mundane time. In the case of Filipp Filippovitch the window material-
izes when the sound of steps is heard «somewhere beyond the heavy curtains», and 
fades into the silence of the night. (Fatal Eggs 13, 19; Dog's heart 31, 59, 158, 122)  

In his documentary writings this poetic mastery of mood is turned into a contrived 
aural realism. During the shortage of houses in Moscow three people live in an 
apartment of the size of a telephone booth: «A whisper or the sound of a match falling 
on the floor was audible throughout the apartment». (Wohnraum auf Rädern 181) 
Apartment sounds appear in White Guard as undissociable qualities of the people who 
live in it. In addition to the clocks life manifests itself by the steps, laughter, muffled 
voices, tender guitar sounds and a passionate singing voice which penetrate the ceil-
ing and the carpets. And sleepless Jelena identifies the rooms by the utterances of the 
people sleeping at various distances: «From the adjacent room through the door 
which was obstructed by a cupboard came the low whistling of Nikolka and the lively 
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merry snoring of Chervinski. In the library room of half-dead Myshlaievski and of 
Karaushe reigned silence.» A similar exploration of the sleeping house is done by 
Alexei Turbin. (Weisse Garde 41f, 55, 72) 

 
Under the columns 

«Laughter pealed under the columns and sounded like jazz music.» The space of the 
rooms, where the ball of Satan in Master and Margarita takes place are acoustically 
widened. Bulgakov describes sounds either as unbearably loud and close or as just 
perceptible from afar, and every room encloses the acting figures and the reader 
completely. (Meister und Margarita 328, Fatal Eggs 62, 108) Interestingly Bulgakov of-
ten refers to columns, vaults and arches which usually represent official buildings; the 
sounds are reported to travel distances which cause an extended reverberation akin to 
echoes. Evoking visually and acoustically high and wide rooms he puts the reader-
listener into a frog's perspective, and thereby enhances the peculiar psychological ex-
pression of the situation: loss and hollowness. In Fatal Eggs the clapping of hands in 
the column hall «made the ceiling purl». When the fatal end approaches, the profes-
sor's howling flutters off under the vaults of his institute. In White Guard the gymna-
sium becomes material when «the echo of the military pace awoke the stony silence 
[...] Along the vaults strange sounds flew as if the demons were awake.» (Fatal Eggs 
46, 62, 108; White Guard 101) 

 
Silence: coniunctio oppositorum 

Silence is pregnant either with expectations or memories. 
Long, long ago the howling and the screaming and the naked people and the terri-
ble flashes on helmets had been left behind. It was quiet in the side street. (Stories 
1972, 143) 

After the Elpit-Rabkommun building has burnt down, the dull woman who has 
caused the fire is silently thinking about what actually happened. 

Alternation of sound and silence creates a sequential time pattern, which is a back-
ground to the action as well as action itself, for instance in White Guard: 

Complete silence prevailed. In the distant kitchen, behind several doors, the door-
bell fluttered. All became silent. Then the clattering of shoe heels was heard, the 
door opened [...] (White Guard 240) 

The periods are put together in an additive, sequential manner – silence-doorbell-
silence-shoe heels – they are purely indicative. The indoor spaces become vague – be-
hind several doors/it was heard – the attention goes away to an invisible part of the 
apartment. A very dense and uneasy atmosphere is created. 

In the core of a complete silence time and space have gone, and there is no longer 
any orientation for the experiencing character in a novel. Pilatus in Master and Marga-
rita experiences silence instead of the murmur of the crowd: there is no sigh, no rus-
tling, «and for a moment it even seemed to him that all around had gone». This loss of 
the sense of a real world occurs also under entirely opposite conditions, in the noisy 
blizzard, where «all has gone to the devil or has become invisible»; the young doctor 
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who reports this from the endless countryside complains about the loss of Moscow. 
(Meister und Margarita 48; Theaterroman 71) 

As the world is contained within the horizons of sound and soundlessness, so are 
peace and danger both expressed by silence. Silence as peace is described by Bulga-
kov at the end of Master and Margarita: 

'Hearken, the silence', Margarita said to the Master, and the sand crunched under 
their bare feet, 'hearken and enjoy what never was given to you in your life – 
peace.' [The two approached] their eternal house, and it seemed as if her words 
flowed as the creek flowed and whispered [...] 

Here seemingly real sounds (crunching) and sound metaphors (speech-creek) are in-
terwoven, sustaining the effect of transfiguration in this scene. (Meister und Marga-
rita 465) 

Usually in Master and Margarita not the words 'silence' or 'quiet' are met, but 'un-
easiness' and 'disquiet'. No peace flows from dead silence, which Bulgakov uses to 
describe restlessness and uncomfort. Painful noise is prepared in dead silence: After 
the theatre scandal has ebbed, the theatre director sits in his dead quiet office, when 
suddely the telephone shoots a yelling ringing into his face. In Fatal Eggs dead silence 
reigns in the landscape where the plot of the story develops in a manner still veiled to 
the reader. At sunrise there is a generally noticed silence similar to one before a thun-
derstorm. «The sounds in the sovkhoz took on a strange and ambiguous hue for 
Rokk[...]» Rumours arose about the birds having moved away, indirectly confirmed 
by the storyteller who in this story sometimes intervenes lika a radio commentator. 
Things do not develop in a propitious manner, and now the storyteller becomes ex-
plicit and ironic: «Whereas the woods have remained silent in the morning, and indi-
cated clearly how uncomfortable, how suspicious silence in the midst of trees is, [...] 
in the evening the ponds of Sheremetievka remained silent.» The famous croaking 
concert which usually is heard as far as 40 verst (42 km – obviously satirical) does not 
take place. The complete silence of the night follows, now and then interrupted by the 
barking of dogs. When the following day two GVP-agents arrive at the farm site, dead 
silence reigns all around, and again the storyteller comments: «The silence did not fail 
to impress.» Starting from this silence the horrid plot develops. (Meister und Marga-
rita 184; Fatal Eggs 84, 86, 95)  

As we have seen, silence is not emptiness, but always leads elsewhere. Maksudov, 
the central character in Theatre Novel, with autobiographical features of Bulgakov, ex-
periences the sounds of silence. The silence of the night «hums» (Glenny: «roars») in 
the ears of Maksudov, when he is depressed, sleepless and thinking of suicide. 
Whereas this humming silence can still be understood as a physiological or existential 
self-awareness, another example seems paradox: In the theatre silence «sounds» 
[Glenny: «I was aware of silence»] from a distance, «occasionally something like a 
cheerful drone which would be interrupted by a noise like a crowd of people in a 
bathhouse [sometimes too the melancholic singing of a choir and then a noise as in a 
steam bath]»; a performance is on stage. On one side the windows in the night ex-
press the black moods of Maksudov's soul or – as explained above – give him the vi-
sion and audition of his play, on the other side this silence sounds his wishes of a real 
theatrical fulfilment. (Theaterroman 311/Glenny 26, 346/Glenny 63) 
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Uprooted voices 

More than life-size 

Voices more than life-size cone from loudspeakers, a device which is rare in Bulga-
kov's writings. In White Guard there is none at all. In Master and Margarita we find just 
one, which in the dream of Nikanor Ivanovitch, the parody of a lawsuit, utters a voice 
from heaven. Bulgakov stresses the schizophonic quality (to use Schafer's term) of this 
acoustic device. Loudspeakers play a major part in Fatal Eggs, where they distort scale 
and unity of the acoustic phenomena. In the street, professor Persikov hears the 
'speaking newspaper': a disgustingly penetrant voice which is localized in the loud-
speaker on the roof of the University, shouts like the voice «of a thousandfold 
enlarged Alfred Bronski»; this is the name of restive journalist, who in the above-cited 
window perspective had just a thin squeaking voice. Bulgakov puts it as if an invisi-
ble man in the loudspeaker is bawling. «Full of hate, Persikov listens to the words 
from the sky». The human voice from a loudspeaker is no longer earthly; Bulgakov 
even compares it to an animal's voice, when from the loudspeakers on the Bolshoi 
theatre a lamenting bass is heard like the laughing and sighing of a jackal. (Meister 
und Margarita 195, Fatal Eggs 31f, 53) 

The invisible man in the loudspeaker of Fatal Eggs has a corollary in the many tele-
phone voices in Bulgakov's writings – voices which come from far away and yet are 
paradoxically close. Often it is the telephone set or the receiver itself that seems to 
speak. The receiver croaks in German, it whispers with a female voice, it squeaks and 
crackles, a sonorous bass can be heard from it – a mysterious voice from the Kremlin. 
In Master and Margarita a low, flattering, vicious woman's voice speaks from the re-
ceiver to theatre director Rimski, and the telephone calls from the bewitched apart-
ment 50 Sadowaja 302b sound as «now a rattling, now a snuffling voice». (Fatal Eggs 
30, 75, 61, 66; Meister und Margarita 184, 409) These telephones also exhibit sound 
characters when ringing – depending on the context of the story – softly or furiously; 
they yell, peep, clank, deafen, interrupt the conversation. In sum the telephone ap-
pears as an aggressive device. (Fatal Eggs 30, 104; Diaboliad 26; Meister und Marga-
rita 114, 184; Dog's Heart 24, 100, 102) 

Telephone communications serve Bulgakov to create paradoxical, non-
communicational, and opaque situations. The telephone appears as a metaphor for 
channels of quick information which transcend the human senses, when in the Elpit 
Rabkommun Building Bulgakov characterizes a rumour as «running on an invisible 
telephone». However, he mostly exposes the negative side of this communicational 
magic. In White Guard a telephonic communication takes place in darkness, with the 
dissolution of spatial categories, indicating that the situation is far from being clear. 
One just hears speak one of the partners, and half of a dialogue devoid of informa-
tion, the telephones metaphorically transformed into birds which are likely to fly 
away at any moment: 

In the depth of the room, in the twilight behind a curtain [...] a voice laboured at 
the telephone: 'Yes, yes, I am speaking. I am speaking.' Cling[...], the bell sounded. 
Ping[...], the tender little bird sang in the recess, and from there one could hear a 
young bass murmuring [...] (White Guard 90) 
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When in the Theatrical Novel the playwright has to present his work to the director, 
the attention shifts from his own monotonous voice and the distant cuckoo clock to 
the sudden ringing of a telephone behind a partition. The attention glides from the 
hero-storyteller to the wall, and by this tension the room can be indirectly sensed. The 
dialogue remains opaque to both storyteller and reader. (Theaterroman 396/Glenny 
116) 

When in White Guard the military situation tapers off, the telephone signals – 
tyu[...], pyu[...], drrr[...] – become themselves the commanding voices: «The telephone 
birds from the staff of the hetman and of general Kartusov sang in duet and de-
manded the operation of the armoured cars. [...] The bird's voices peeped always 
more menacing.» The situation is confused, the commanding voices are anonymous, 
dark and fatal; they order fights and those listening are later slaughtered. Nikolka 
Turbin too is without any reliable information and finally helps himself with fanta-
sies: «The ideas of music [for his burial] and the tie of honour [Georgsbändchen] em-
bellished somewhat the incertain waiting for the enemy, who did not obey the voices 
from the telephone and did not appear.» (White Guard 153, 187ff, 171) 

 
Conclusion: Space, time, and the aural imagination 

Sound creates lived space. 

In our everyday perception sounds appear never isolated from sourroundings and 
time. The mute sounds of a novel evoke in the reader's imagination the context of the 
surroundings and of the time of the novel's action, or of the symbolic dimension of 
the novel's plot. Moreover they are a device for the author to create unaccustomed 
perspectives, so to speak accelerating the reader's movements through the mental 
space of a text. The latter consists in either 'flat' panoramic visual spaces which disap-
pear in misty horizons, or 'deep' aural spaces and landscapes, where sound comes 
from around corners or across as well spatial as temporal horizons. 
 
Sound has always a source. 

Bulgakov often uses irony and grotesquery as stylistic devices. They cause sheer ter-
ror when he deals with telephones and loudspeakers, the then new technical devices 
to split sound from its origins. This schizophony, sounds out of spatial and temporal 
context, makes the world opaque, threatening, and aggressive. Dialogues are split in 
half, the power of the human voice is artificially enhanced by loudspeakers, anonym-
ity trickles through telephone sets. In Bulgakov's perspective this is the end of the re-
liability of the hearing sense, if not of the human senses on the whole. 
 
Aural space is humanized space. 

Bulgakov uses onomapoetic expressions, as if continuing the pattern of dialogues be-
tween the novel's protagonists into the description of environmental sounds: 
«Arrrrrrrrr-ta-ta-ta-ta!» says the machine-gun, «tyu[...], pyu[...], drrr[...]» chants the 
telephone. This is the endeavour to master the sound shape of the text, which in a 
Flaubertian manner Bulgakov wanted to be fit to be read aloud as if it were a play or a 
piece of music. 
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In Bulgakov's writings the fictive author of a notebook, an active storyteller or act-
ing persons appear as vicarious listeners. The reader is deceived about the fact that ul-
timately he himself has the aural imagination. The more unaccustomed the words 
chosen by Bulgakov for sound events are, the more lively our impression of them be-
comes. Here poetic, redundant, and even paradox expression evokes the impression 
of realism and is about to regain the ideal of rhetoric discourse of Antiquity. For every 
geographical writing on soundscape it appears crucial that it shall not be a mere re-
telling of visualized information, but that it creates a stylistic context which allows 
'dared' expressions to fulfil the task of accurate description. Beyond the definitive lim-
its put by language there is nothing like a 'natural' scientific writing on landscape at 
all. (see Ricoeur 1975, Ch. 1; see Porteous 1990, Ch. 1) 

Bulgakov's awareness of sounds leads him not only to circumscribe sounds by say-
ing that they are like something else; he also describes visual and palpable things as 
having sound-like, elusive qualities. Similes («like», «as in») have metaphorical quali-
ties («the City awoke looking like a pearl set in turquoise») without being a metaphor 
properly speaking (in «the oven's mouth [...] one could see a tremendous hell»). 

 
Sound and silence unfold in time. 

The author creates fictional time by sounds. The weather of the seasons creates a sort 
of mundane time; the acting persons have their own and their personal time, charac-
terized by their real, ticking clocks. There is also a fatal, almost holy time, symbolized 
by the clock of life which is represented by the human voice. 

Timeful too is the absence of sound. Noise and light represent the steadily ongoing 
march of urban life, consisting in panoramas of the outdoor world. Silence and twi-
light characterize indoor settings or a bewitched countryside, they draw panoramas 
of mental worlds. The absence of sound suggests the halting of time, it evokes the un-
canny and creates suspense. Soundlessness is profoundly ambivalent depending on 
the context: it comprehends both danger and peace, and, most paradoxically, it even 
sounds[...] Here our language and thinking obviously reach their common limits. 

Can we answer Proust's implicit question about the «disproportion between our 
impressions and their common expression»? 

«The proximity of things is poetry. [...] 
Over the hands that have touched things, 

places trampled by beings, the things they have held, 
the images of those things, the fragments of those things, 

the contexts in which those fragments enter, the inflexions of the voice 
and the words that are articulated in them, the ever sensible signs of language, 

the letters traced, the vestiges, the relics – over all things, 
beginning with the human face and skin, tenderness spreads.» 

Emmanuel Lévinas, Language and proximity 
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Justin Winkler 

Traditional orchards in the Domleschg: 
Hope for an «obsolete» land use? 

In: G. van Oort et al. (eds), Limits to rural land use, 176-180. Proceedings of an 
international conference organized by the Commission on Changing Rural System 

of the IGU, Amsterdam 21-25 August 1989. Pudoc, Wageningen 1991. 
 
 

«Paradise lost»? 
It has been known for generations that the climate of the lower Alpenrhein valleys 

in the Canton of Grisons (Switzerland) is good for arboriculture. This is also true for 
the villages in the Domleschg, part of the Hinterrhein valley, although they are situ-
ated 650 to 800 m above sea level. Their situation in the centre of the Alps provides 
them with a dry and sunny climate. The villages are surrounded by orchards of stan-
dard fruit trees which cover the ground completely. 

These orchards are widely appreciated as 'Jewels of the landscape». Unfortunately 
traditional arboriculture, here as elsewhere in Switzerland, shows signs of decay. The 
main question asked by a group of geography students on seeing this land in 1985 
was «Is there any hope for the orchards?» (Lötscher & Winkler 1986). 

 
A long arboricultural tradition 
In the upper Rhine valleys arboriculture and wine-growing are traditional activi-

ties, as is shown in reports already from the 8th century. Initially it was a particular in-
terest of the aristocrats. As early as the 17th century the Domleschg was one of the 
valleys especially known for their considerable stock of fruit trees. Arboriculture was 
essential for the support of the family as an addition to the diet – so much so that the 
Klosterser Statut of the 16th century obliged newly married people to plant plum or 
other fruit trees (Bolli 1987). 
 

 

The village of Tumegl/Tomils in 1989. A typical Domleschg village with its surrounding 
typical, traditional standard tree orchards. 
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Some promoters of the liberal economy in the 18th century, influenced by the new 
ideas, tried to improve agricultural land use and especially arboriculture. As a result 
of this, common pasture was abolished and the private ownership of the land led to a 
considerable increase in the number of fruit trees, not only in the orchards but over 
some of the other fields. The promotion of arboriculture in the 19th century caused 
the standardization of the numberless local hybrids. The commercial aspects of ar-
boriculture were strengthened as a result of improved roads and transport facilities. 
Fruit-growing for private needs then became secondary to the glamour of a renowned 
fruit trade. 'Mis produced a division between production for market and production 
for home use. 

 
Unfavourable economic conditions 
The First World War caused the closure of the frontiers and put an end to the ex-

port of fruit. It also hit the hotel-industry which until then was a major inland con-
sumer for the fruit of the Domleschg. The remaining inland trade was less remunera-
tive. In the early thirties the commissioner for arboriculture and wine-growing of the 
Canton of Grisons said that there was a very high standard of fruit-growing in the 
main agricultural estates of the Domleschg. During the Second World War their sur-
plus production was a welcome addition to the food shortage. 

In the post-war period agriculture underwent deep structural changes, the cost of 
hand labour rose and as a consequence bush and pyramid trees replaced standard 
trees as the dominant productive cultures. But the plantation of these trees required 
higher investment as well as a new specialised knowledge and very intense mainte-
nance. Therefore it was not taken up by most of the mixed farms. The result was that 
farmers who did not modernize their arboricultural practices also stopped cultivating 
traditional standard trees as these were no longer competitive. 

In the sixties the office of the Federal Alkoholverwaltung paid a fee for every fruit 
tree cut down. By this means they hoped to reduce the production of alcohol from 
second rate fruit. Cutting down fruit trees also gave the farmers better access to the 
land. The orchards survived, but as small family farms in the villages were liquidated, 
people who knew how to look after the trees retired or died, and sufficient young 
trees were not planted. In 1973 an inventory by remote sensing showed 30 percent of 
«young» fruit trees in the area (Haller 1979), whereas in 1985 it was between 20 and 25 
percent in our test area. 

 
Strong but selective stubbing up of fruit trees 
When we carried out our investigations in 1985, the traditional arboriculture of the 

Domleschg valley was spoken of by local people merely in historical terms. It was 
looked upon as a kind of folklore rather than as a way of making a living and suitable 
only for elderly people or specialists in pomology. In fact there was a gap between the 
orchards people were proud of and the evident decline of arboriculture. 
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Tumegl/Tomils is a fine example of a Domleschg orchard around the villages. Each dot repre-
sents a standard fruit tree. In the area of detailed study within the orchards 45 percent of the 
trees were owned by people older than 65 years in 1989. (Map after VPV Tomils 1983 and 
Lötscher & Winkler 1986) 

 

In the ten years between the federal inquiries of 1951 and 1961 the number of stan-
dard fruit trees declined by nearly 15 percent in Switzerland and by nearly 27 percent 
in the Domleschg subdistrict. Evidence for the parish of Tomils (Fig. 1), which was 
chosen as the test area for our investigations, showed that in 1985 the overall number 
of standard trees had diminished by 60 percent of the 1951 level; by comparison, ap-
ple trees had only diminished by 48 percent. As the main species apple trees represent 
about 44 percent of all fruit trees: 'Me apple had always been the favourite fruit, so 
that when speaking of arboriculture local people automatically think of apple-
growing. An apple tree has also become the official symbol in the flags and arms of 
the subdistrict in the early fifties. 

Old fruit trees have not been replaced in the last 30 years and the cultivation – 
pruning, pest control, manuring and harvesting – has been done inadequately. This is 
an evident sign of the reduced importance of the orchards to their owners and indi-
cates the economic limits of traditional arboriculture. It also demonstrates the failure 
to transmit knowledge from one generation to another, as a result of the economic 
and demographic changes of the sixties and seventies. 

 
Again a subject of general attention 
«Old trees – old owners» has been a stereotype heard by the interviewing students. 

It illustrated the decline of the orchards in a very suggestive way. It also marginalised 
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arboriculture, with the effect that the subject was no longer discussed. If a land use is 
socially devaluated and people cease to discuss it, its decay becomes a kind of self-
fulfilling prophecy. 

Reports in the media of the actual situation of traditional arboriculture broke the 
silence. Discussion of ecological problems shed a new light on the subject: public dis-
cussion in the spring of 1987 was the first opportunity to express resignation or anger 
at the developments of the last thirty years. In some circles the question was asked 
how arboriculture could best be promoted. Should it be revived by improving the 
production? But who then should be encouraged: the numerous private owners of 
land and trees or the few farmers? Or should the consumption be revived by remind-
ing people of the former reputation of the fruit of the Domleschg and by emphasizing 
rare varieties? 

 
Lacking storage facilities in the settlements 
There are strong correlations between production and consumption of standard 

tree fruit. They pertain to the problem of fruit storage. This needs a well controlled 
environment: 30 to 50C (370 to 410F) and a relative humidity of 90 to 95 percent. 
These conditions exist in the naturally cool cellars without an extra expenditure of en-
ergy. 

The consumption of the perishable fruit is dependent on individual storage facili-
ties. But better housing standards and changing technical equipment in the house has 
made it very difficult for most people to store fruit during the winter. To complement 
this, commercial cold storage houses have freed people from the necessity of preserv-
ing fruit. They are able to deliver fruit in small, ready-to-eat portions all the year 
round. There is however less variety and less flavour. A lack of storage facilities led to 
the diminution of family consumption of self- produced fruit. This could be an impor-
tant obstacle to the revitalization of local arboriculture and the stepping up of the 
production. 

In order to create interest, in 1987 an inquiry was carried out on existing naturally 
cool cellars in the Domleschg valley (Winkler 1988). 276 questionnaires were sent out, 
102 (37 percent) were returned. On the basis of this inquiry we estimate that there 
were about 64,000 cubic meters of individual naturally cool cellars. This represents 
the storage capacity of a cooling house of 72 by 72 meters and 2 meters high. But only 
about a fifth of this volume is actually in use. The other cellars, possibly some of the 
best, are not available because of difficulty of access for the heavy and bulky product. 
In other cases the installation of central heating has led to the warming up and drying 
out of the cellar. 

Apparently, part of the «fallow» of the orchards is tied to this «fallow» of the 
houses. The inquiry revealed that many house-owners who care for the storage quali-
ties of their cellars care also for their fruit trees. Maintenance, harvesting and con-
sumption are part of a logically and spatially specified cycle. The question of re-
extending the limits of this traditional land use cannot be reduced to the pure alterna-
tive of improving the production or of stimulating the consumption. 
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A regional information campaign 
Media interest alone has revived private activity. Ibis started in 1986 with a series 

of newspaper articles. By spring 1987 it was noticeable that pruning activities had in-
creased. In one of the villages pruning instructions were even organized. The inquiry 
on the cellars and the publication of the results were taken as an opportunity to in-
form people about the questions of harvest and storage. It also reminded people of 
the hidden reserves in their houses. 

By autumn 1988 the regional planning board organized the visit of an expert po-
mologist to identify the different varieties found locally. Some 130 varieties of apples 
were identified; this exceeded all expectations and was a fine testimonial to the ge-
netic reserves of the Domleschg arboriculture. A few weeks later an exhibition of the 
varieties was held and an example of a typical naturally cool cellar could be visited. 

There was an excellent response to both initiatives. Traditional arboriculture can-
not be saved by enthusiasm alone, but without a favourable public opinion this most 
decentralized and private production would not be taken up; in the post-industrial 
era non-economic aspects of a land use can become quite functional. 

 
Feeling responsibility 
The traditional arboriculture of the Domleschg valley in Grisons is an example of 

an economically but not socially obsolete land use. After a period of lacking concern 
or resignation the public opinion has become friendly to it and family production of 
fruit is again considered as something which has social prestige and on which it is 
worth to spend leisure time and labour. The standard fruit tree is becoming a symbol 
for the reference of man to his landscape. 

The standard fruit trees survive people physically and persist into new generations 
of technologies and changing economy. Other justifications than their productiveness 
have to be found by their owners and users. Some local people show attitudes best 
described as land use ethics, which include the feeling of responsibility for the envi-
ronment. There is also the modest pleasure of dealing with the trees and thereby gain-
ing a high quality of life. 

The orchards are considered as a heritage, they are a link to the past which mates 
an identity of place. In spite of all signs of decay these orchards are not an obsolete 
land use. There is hope for them. 
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